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College Faces Energy Crisis?
By Tony Piccirillo
"The College will try to operate on
schedule" in the face of the current energy
crisis, according to President Theodore
Lockwood. Lockwood said the aim of any
decisions made by the College concerning
the energy crisis would be to conserve
energy while preserving the continuity of
the College's academic calendar.
Peter Basch '74, a member of the
College's Committee on the Environment,
said the attitude of the College thus far has
been to "continue to live like we have while
others freeze this winter." Basch accused
the members of the College community of
"sticking our heads in the sand."
Riel Crandall, director of Buildings and
Grounds, said the entire College community
should "quit being so damn wasteful" with
its energy resources if it is to conserve
energy during the crisis.
Del Shilkret, dean for student services,
announced the college will close the dorms
from 5:00 p.m. Saturday, December 22,1973
until Friday, January 11,1974. Shilkret said
he is aware this is a change from the dates
specified in the rooming contract, but he
wouldn't have considered the change if the
energy crisis didn't exist.
Lockwood said he was releasing a
memorandum to all members of the College
community concerning the energy shortage
and energy conservation at the College. (A
copy of the memorandum appears on page
two of today's issue of the Tripod.)
The Committee on the Environment met
twice last week to discuss measures for the
College to follow during the energy shortage, Lockwood said.
"The committee has not responded to the
emergency situation of the problem," according to Basch. Basch said he wanted "the
committee to meet, every single day, if
necessary, to arrive at some needed
decisions" concerning the College's actions
during the energy crisis.
"The committee has to get very serious
about a very serious problem," stressed
Basch.

Crandall said the energy shortage has had
no detrimental effect on the College thus far.
However, the College has taken steps to
conserve energy without causing disruption
of normal activities, he added,
The College has reduced the room temperature of all public buildings on the
campus to 68 degrees, according to Cran-

Crandall. An additional reduction of five rationing ordered by the federal or state
percent would cause problems by causing government, said Crandall. He added a
motors and fluorescent light bulbs to burn severe winter would necessitate the use of
out, he indicated.
much more fuel oil than the College conCrandall said the College's supplier of sumed during last year's mild winter.
Crandall stressed energy conservation at
number six fuel oil has informed him the
supplier intends to fulfill his contract and the College during the shortage depends
heavily on the individual consumers: the
supply the College with fuel oil.
students, faculty, administration, and staff.
In some instances, the College's ability to
conserve energy depends entirely on the
individual, he added.
Crandall said the major users of electricity are appliances such as refrigerators,
irons, hair dryers, stoves, and clothes
dryers. He urged the people to not leave
their unused appliances running. It would
also help if individuals turned off unnecessary lighting, he added.
The only way for the College to save fuel in
many of the dorms and in all the Collegeowned residences on Vernon Street is if the
individual tenant maintains the room
temperature at a minimum, said Crandall.
Crandall said he was impressed with the"
number of students who have called his
office to report an overheated room or
dormitory. He urged everyone to maintain a
similar attitude. He added that the students
should also keep dormitory windows and
doors closed.

Students clothe themselves lor the cold winter ahead.

Crandall said the College's supplier of
dall. This includes all the classroom
buildings except Seabury, the ad- number four and number two fuel oil "has
ministration buildings, Mather Hall, and virtually assured" him that the supplier will
be able to deliver to the College the same
Hamlin Hall, he added.
amount of oil as he delivered last year,
The College, he said, has also reduced the according to Crandall.
temperature by about ten degrees in the two
Basch charged the college's attitude is
large gymnasiums and the field house in the
"we've got the fuel, so let's do what is
Ferris Athletic Center.
convenient for us." Basch said "the college
must become a responsible entity in the
The five percent drop in voltage over the community."
northeast section of the country between
The intent and the contracts of the sup4:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m. has had "no appreciable impact" upon the College, said pliers would be useless in the face of

Basch said the College should consider
imposing a fine on all students who leave
their windows open over the Christinas'•
vacation. "The money to pay Buildings and
Grounds to close all the windows does not
come from the United Fund," he added.
The College will maintain temperatures of
the dormitories at 55 degrees during
Christmas vacation, said Crandall. Students
should turn off all appliances, especially
refrigerators, and all lights over vacation,
too, he stressed.
Crandall stressed that "if we all try hard
enough, we're going to save some fuel."
"The question is how much," he added.

WRTC To Collapse If Unfunded
By Jim Cobbs

Feathers said cost of running the radio
He added, "We should have had a place in
the Austin Arts building when it was being station'was not worth it if they "did an
built, but the school cut us out because the unprofessional job." Feathers said
building cost more than they thought."
President Lockwood, who is considering a
Lane said the station could not get the
WRTC gift, had not consulted the SAC about -1'
Mark Feathers, '74, chairman of SAC, what they considered to be the value of
funds from the Student Activities Committee (SAC) because they "simply cannot said that since WRTC knew that the tran- WRTC.
smitter was likely to break down, they
spare the money."
should have made efforts to have money put
WRTC has been off the air for five weeks,
Feathers said the SAC would transfer the
aside to buy a new one.
said Lane.
$500 which the Tripod gave WRTC if they
were reasonably sure WRTC could raise the
They have been soliciting money in,
"In the 1971-1972 budget, WRTC made a
Mather Hall and have asked Lockwood for a request for $4,000 for a transmitter," stated full $5,000. "We would not want to have the
$500 sitting around if they could not raise the
contribution.
Feathers, "Although this money Was not rest of the money," he said.
Jim Wilson, '76, technician -for WRTC, included in the WRTC budget directly,"
said he felt that WRTC was not able to save Feathers said, "they were informed that the
Chris Lane said both the SAC and WRTC
money for the new transmitter, while Mark money had been set aside in the capital
Feathers, '74, chairman of SAC, thought expenditure account for the transmitter. were at fault. He said he thought WRTC's
WRTC could have planned ahead.
Some of this money was spent on budget allowance is too small, since they
replacement parts for the existing tran- have already spent $5,500 out of their total
Wilson said he thought SAC should have smitter, but not for a new one," he added. budget of $8,500, WRTC is also at fault, he
had the funds ready for the transmitter
conceded, because it should have realized
when WRTC asked for them. He said WRTC
that the transmitter would break down soon
had been
running
on
a
tight
budget
and
"To
the
best
of
anyone's
knowledge,
and started planning ahead years ago.
could1 not spare any money if some equip- WRTC did not make a request for a transmitter," claimed Feathers. "They did
ment broke.
Wilson said, "If President Lockwood gives
Wilson said WRTC had estimated request funds for major renovation of the us the money tomorrow they could be back
operating expenses at $14,000 for this year station ($3,000)" he said, and "it was the on the air in 10 days, Otherwise, we will try
while the SAC had given them $8,500. He 'distinct impression' of one administrator to go back on after Christmas if we can get
involved in the loan negotiations that this
said SAC was "hard to deal with."
major renovation was all that would be the old transmitter operating again," he
"WRTC's. facilities are in the biggest needed to render the station in 'tip-top' added. He said if the old transmitter broke
again they would give up the station.
sweat-hole in the school," charged Wilson. shape."
Lane cautioned that if Lockwood did not
give the station the money, WRTC may not
survive.

Mark Feathers
. WRTC is waiting to hear from President
Lockwood about a possible gift of $5,000 to
purchase a new transmitter, according to
Chris Lane, '75, station manager.

Heller Writes To Write Wrongs

By Lois Kimmelman

An audience of about 300 laughed, clapped, and sat silent as
Joseph
Heller
talked about his famous anti-war novel,
Catch 22, last Thursday night at the
University of Hartford.
Heller gave two reasons for writing Catch22. He said the "right reason," should have
been "to give people a message they
couldn't arrive at on their own."
He said his "real reason," however, was
that he "wanted to be a writer," and to
"write fiction on matters that concerned me
and others," "I wanted to write the best
novel I could write," he said.
According to Heller, his book is a
"criticism of regulations and regimentations," and an "exhortation of individuality."
Besides the direct issue of war and death,
Heller said Gatch-22 asks "who is crazy?,
what is patriotism?, and what is bravery?"
Heller read passages from Catch-22 to
illustrate its basic themes. With several
students from the university drama
department Heller also acted out the scene
from the play version of the novel where Doc
Daneeka tries to prove he is not dead. "It is
a comic scene about a very unfunny topicdeath," Heller said.
"While things are booming on the battlefront, people are dying," Heller said. He
pointed out that even during the funniest
parts of his books, there always exists a cold
reality behind it all.
Yossarian, the "hero" of Catch-22, has a
"simple wish," explained Heller: "He
wants to live forever, or at least die trying."
"Death is a major character in the book,"
he added.

Heller maintained that Catch-22 is not
aBout World War II, but about the Korean
War. He said he wanted to portray more
modern opinions about war. He called
modern wars, like the one in Vietnam,
"wars of public relations."
He said he wanted to show his "contempt
for incompetent, phony, ambitious officers," and, again, used the Vietnam war
as an example.
Heller demonstrated how he had quoted
indirectly from other authors, especially
Shakespeare. He said King Lear is his
favorite book, and paralleled the storm
scene in which Lear goes mad to the scene in
his own book where Snowden dies.
"The idea of taking lines written by
someone else and using them in my own
work was not my idea," said Heller. He
asserted the idea originated in T.S. Eliot.
In 1953, after having ruminated over the
ideas for Catch-22 for about a year, Heller
said he began writing the book. He said he
wrote it while he was an advertising writer
for Time and Look magazines, and a
promotion manager for McCall's. The book
was published in 1961.
"I really don't feel I wrote Catch-22,"
Heller conceded, pointing out that it has
been 20 years since he conceived the idea for
it.
Heller called writing "hard work" which
"seems to get more and more difficult." He
said his main trouble with writing is
creating transitions between different parts
of his book.
Heller said his play "We Bombed in New
Haven" had a "respectable run" of 11 to 12
weeks on Broadway. He said it had to close
however, because it was "difficult and
depressing, not the type for theater parties."

Heller read a selection from Something
"I'm not Yossarian,'1 Heller said, "but my Happened, the novel he is presently working
' closest identity is with him because I have on.
incorporated mv values in him."
Besides working on his new novel, Heller
now teaches writing at City College in New
"All the characters have a starting point York. He has also taught at Penn State and
in someone I knew in the army," Heller Yale Universities.
said, but stressed that the rest came from
his own imagination. Heller served as a
Heller also writes articles and film
bombardier in the air force during World scripts. He wrote the screenplay for "Sex
War II.
and the Single Girl."

Joseph Heller

Photo by Phil Bieluch

Apathy Plagues P.F.A.
Pets may be banned next semester if the said, that those present decided not to hold
Pet Friends Association (PFA) fails to elections. They then scheduled another
conduct new elections this fall, according to meeting for Wednesday, December 5 at 5:30
p.m. in the Senate Room, he added.
Dean Spencer.
According to Voorhees, "The responUnless pet owners show more interest in
PFA at the next meeting, according to sibilities for dealing with stray animals
outgoing president Peter Voorhees, there should really be shared by all members."
may be no replacements for the group's He said, however, "Most people are too busy
or too relectant to deal with strays or write
current officers.
Other members will have to show up at fines against other students and faculty.
"In the past, people who objected to PFA
tomorrow's meeting to commit their time
and active cooperation, Voorhees said. or college pet regulations were the ones who
Otherwise, he explained, he and other never showed up to discuss or change
officers are unwilling to run again for office them," charged Voorhees. He said, for
and carry on the "shit work" for the rest of example, that some people complain the
registration fee should be reduced but do not
the pet owners.
So few members showed up at the PFA take advantage of PFA meetings to organize
election meeting on November 19, Voorhees their complaints.
continued on pg. 4

Energy Conservation at Trinity
(Reprinted below is a memorandum
from President Lockwood to all members of the Trinity Community concerning the energy shortage and energyconservation at the' College. The
memorandum should be delivered
contemporaneous with this publication or
shortly thereafter.)
••...'
As each of you is well aware, this
nation is confronted with a severe
shortage of energy. It is clear that this
shortage will have numerous consequences for every individual and institution in the country, including Trinity
College. What is not clear at this time is
the nature and extent of those consequences. Presently, there is much
misinformation and all too little reliable
information with which to assess the.
future and plan accordingly. Despite
such an uncertain factual basis on which
to deliberate and act, there are clearly
measures which the Trinity community
can and should take to ensure that energy,
is conserved and used as judiciously as
possible.
,
Thus, I am writing each of you: (1) to
describe the steps Trinity has taken and
will take to conserve energy; (2) to
discuss measures which will be considered as contingency plans to be implemented if required; and (3) to ask
your personal participation in efforts
which will contribute substantially to
energy conservation at the College. I
should note at the outset that the primary
aim of any decision-making will be to
conserve energy while preserving as
much • as possible the continuity of
Trinity's calendar.' Adjustments in the
calendar will be made only when sufficient information makes it clear that
they can and should be made. If such
adjustments become necessary, they will
be made, as much as possible, in the
manner least disruptive to all members
^of the community,

Let me discuss first those -measures
which Trinity is taking to conserve
energy. The primary sources of fuel for
heating at the College are natural gas,
which represents a small percentage of
Ause, and oil, which is the major source.
Wherever possible, consumption of these
fuels has been reduced, primarily by
decreasing heating in College facilities..
(It should be noted, incidentally, that
some parts of some buildings will be
warmer than seems appropriate during
the present fuel shortage. Unfortunately,
this is unavoidable; because of the
peculiarities of our heating system, to
provide minimal warmth in some areas
requires that other areas be somewhat
warmer; than necessary.) The consumption of electricity has also been
reduced, primarily by decreasing indoor
and outdoor lighting to the degree that is
consistent with security needs. Additionally, the opening of dormitories to
students following the Christmas
holidays will be delayed until Friday,
January 11. During the vacation period,
the electrical and fuel consumption in all
College facilities will be substantially
reduced. Although the Library, faculty
and administrative offices,.and a few
other College facilities will remain open
during the vacation, fuel and utility use
will be kept at a minimum. While it is
impossible to calculate precisely the
amount of energy resources these
measures will save, it is clear that the
savings will be significant.
I will turn now to contingency plans
which will be implemented if required.
Energy shortages may require adjustments to the college calendar,
unattractive though, that alternative is. I
should emphasize that no decisions
requiring a change of calendar have been
made; nor will they be made unless,
based upon convincing information, they
prove absolutely necessary. Any decision

to adjust the Trinity calendar will have to
be reached in concert with other member
institutions of the Greater Hartford
Consortium, since "through the Consortium a significant number of Trinity
students will be taking courses at these
institutions, just as a comparable
number of students from these same
institutions will be doing likewise at
Trinity. Of the various adjustments that
may prove necessary, the most
reasonable and workable now appears to
be a delay of the Trinity Term, perhaps a
week or more in length. If such adjustments become necessary, it is hoped
that a decision can be made prior to the
end of this semester. Obviously, a
primary consideration must be to
provide sufficient time for individuals to
plan for such adjustments. Each individual will be notified as quickly as
possible if adjustments are to be made.
What can each of us, as individuals, do
to conserve energy at Trinity? I cannot
over-emphasize the importance of each
person's contribution to energy-saving
efforts. At a time of great confusion and
misunderstanding about the nature and
extent of energy shortages confronting
this country, there is one fact that.stands
out: every individual must do his or her
share if the problem is to be kept to
manageable proportions. Thus I am
suggesting here a few steps we can all
take;
1.) Don't waste electricity by leaving
radios, televisions and other appliances
turned on when not in use. When a
student leaves a dormitory room, a
professor leaves a classroom, or an
administrator leaves an office, all
lighting should be turned off.
2.) Reduce use of appliances which
consume large amounts of electricity—e.g., irons, televisions, hotplates,
and stereos.

3.) Don't waste fuel by leaving doors or
windows open.
4.) If you detect any waste of energy,
such as an over-heated room or windows
or doors not in working order,' contact the
Department of Building and Grounds.
5.) Non-resident students, faculty, administrators and staff should attempt to
form car pools for getting to and from the
College. By sacrificing a little personal
convenience, substantial energy savings
can be made.
6.) When students depart for the
holidays, they should close all windows,
turn off all room lights, and disconnect
all
appliances,
particularly
refrigerators.
This list is not exhaustive. There are
numerous other measures each of us can
adopt to eliminate unnecessary energy
consumption and other waste.
The considerations discussed here are
now being studied by a committee of
students, faculty and administrators. We
will rely heavily on this group and on all
other members of the Trinity community
for ideas and recommendations. Any
constructive suggestions will be highly
valued.
In closing, two final observations are
appropriate. First, I am particularly
gratified with the constructive concern
people at Trinity have shown in a time of
serious and uncertain problems. As the
College enters a period which may prove
particularly difficult and trying, I ask for
a continuance of such assistance and
understanding, for I am convinced that
the combined efforts and participation of
many will greatly aid this community s
actions in the face of a most perplexing
situation.
Finally, I urge that we also look beyond
Trinity College, and consider how all pt
us as private citizens may contribute in
helping to solve the problems confronting
our society,
_xheodoreD.Lockwood

Fairbank Lauds China-UJS. Detente

By Cliff Posman

"For ten years we were seeing the
Chinese and the Russians hating each other
and still thinking there is monolithic communism," said John King Fairbank,
professor of history at Harvard University
and one of the world's leading experts on
China. He said he welcomed new efforts to
normalize relations between the two
countries.
According to Fairbank, Russian pressure
on the Chinese has been a major factor in
leading to the current U.S.-China detente.
"The Russians are not easy to deal with," he
said. "They are mobilized on the frontier
and are renouncing Maoism."
Fairbank added he does not believe this
pressure will force the Chinese to model
themselves in Russia's image, even in the
event of the death of Mao Tse-tung, the
Communist Party's secretary, or Premier
Chou En-lai, Chinas's head of state.

The current "era of good feelings" between the People's Republic and the United
States comes at the end of 25 years of abnormal relations—an unfortunate gap,
Fairbank said.

went wrong when we refused to recognize
the facts and held out for twenty odd years."
The Nixon administration deserves much
credit for taking steps toward a detente,
Fairbank said, but noted that any American
government had it in its power to reach such
an accord. He added, "The impeachment or
resignation of President Nixon would not
shake Sino-American relations."

Fairbank, who directed the U.S. Information Service in China during much of
the Second World War, said that even then it
was apparent that the Communist party
would win a domestic civil war and by
backing Chiang Kai-shek the U.S. would end
Fairbank explained "Revolution is an
up on the losing end. "I agreed with John effort for social change." He said that even
Service, the U.S. ambassador," Fairbank though the Chinese are equalizing the living
said. "There wasn't much to argue about. conditions between the city and the country,
many problems of poverty, education and
All he was saying was that the Communists political organization have yet to be
were going to take over the country. resolved.
Anybody could see it."
"The Cultural Revolution carried the
Fairbank explained, however, that the Maoist ideology quite a long way," said
U.S. had to support Chiang Kai-shek's Fairbank. "They really tried to have
nationalist government since it was the egalitarianism and help the farming
legitimate government until it was defeated. population."
"Foreign policy tends to be conservative,"
Fairbank noted that in the 1950's the
he said. "We recognize a new government
after it conies into existence, not before. We Chinese were trying to follow the Russian
example of rapid economic growth. He said
that since the Chinese are at a later stage of

ConnPIRG Phone Company Questionnaire
ConnPIRG is finally releasing its long awaited phone company survey, I his
questionnaire is also being published in the student newspapers of the University of
Connecticut, St. Joseph College, Wesleyan University, and Central Connecticut State
College. This information will be used to 1) identify what constitutes the "student
customer," 2) help prove her/his "second-class service," and 3) attempt to force
either the phone company and/or the colleges and universities to arrange for a
lowered and more appropriate installation fee.
Please fill out the questionnaire below and return it to the box at the Mather Hall
desk marked, "ConnPIRG—Phone Co. Survey." This box will beat Mather through
December n t h . After that time, please return it by campus mail to Ben Freeman,
Box 579.
CONNPIRG—PHONE COMPANY QUESTIONNAIRE
PHONE ACCESS
1. Do you have a phone in your room? Yes
No—
If yes, how many people share this phone?
1. Do you have a phone in your room? Yes
NoIf yes, how many people share this phone
-. (Include in this figure both
roommates and others.)
2. If you don't have a phone in your room, do you share one with someone else?
Yes
No
3. If you don't have or share a phone, what do you use for calls? a. don't call b. pay
phone c.
borrow
irregularly d .
other
PHONE USE
1. What is the average total phone bill per month?
If you share a phone, what is the avg./person/month?
2. Approximately
what percentage of your calls

;

are

long

distance?

PHONE INSTALLATION
1. Was there a phone already in your room that only had to be switched on? Yes
No
If yes, was it switched on immediately following your request? Yes
No
2. Did the phone company ask you where you wanted the phone installed? Yes
INU

3. If you wanted the phone installed in a place other than where the phone-iack was
located, were your wishes complied with? Yes — :
No
4. Was your phone installed separately or as part of a "block" or group of installations? Separately
Block
5. How long did you have to wait for installation? a. less than 1 week b. 1-2 weeks c.
2-3 weeks d. more than 3 weeks.
6. If you requested installation before or after the regular "sign-up" period, were you
told you would have to wait until another group was done? Yes
No
7. Were you given a phone book when your phone was installed? Yes No
OTHER
1. Do you have any complaints about any aspect of the phone company (installation,
service, fees, etc.)? If you have a special complaint, please include your name and
submit it on another piece of paper.

their industrial development, their
economic growth in the 1970's and 1980's will
be of a different kind. He said, "I think they
have a more stable policy."
Fairbank commented on the "generation
gap" in Chinese technology. He said that
during the Cultural Revolution the citizenry
got no training and added, "There is a whole
generation of people that never went to
college."
Fairbank also discussed the equilibrium
between the five nuclear powers. "It's easy
to talk about but it has to be maintained," he
said. "The Chinese can play the game as
well as anybody. They're very good
diplomats."
"Trinity is really in the China field now,"
Fairbank observed. "There is tremendous
opportunity," he said, adding that groups of
students have already visited China. He also
praised Ranbir Vohra, the Chairman of the
political science department, for his objectivity and his scholarship in the Chinese
language.
Vohra is one of Fairbank's former
students. Vohra said, "Fairbank is one of
Crt prt

Perry Analyzes Press
Today the United States has the most
powerful communications system every
known, asserted James M. Perry, '50, in a
speech on the press and television last
Tuesday.
Perry, a columnist for the National Observer, declared that television has become
the most important news medium, but that
it depends on the press for a good deal of
material.
In his speech entitled "Us and Them: the
Press vs. the World," Perry claimed that
news broadcasts lean too heavily on
newspaper wire services for its news, and on
papers such as the New York Times for its
editorial policies.
Perry said the newspaper reporters in
Washington are much more familiar with
the news than TV reporters because they
have had closer and longer contact with the
capitol polities.
:
While he praised television's ability to
cover important events with immediacy,
Perry criticized half-hour news shows for
sensationalizing daily news.
Perry pointed out that it is the press'
responsibility to present the facts objectively and more in depth than TV. He said
the press sensationalizes news less than TV,
and has more of an opportunity to do truly
critical analyses of the current issues.

"Network news doesn't lie anymore. It
doesn't tell the truth either," charged
Perry. "Television will do anything to keep
you from heading to the refrigerator, or,
worse yet, to the 'off button on the television
set," he said.
Perry also criticized the press for
becoming too biased: "We're developing a
one-party press and a two-party country,"
he maintained.
He said, however, that the press is not
biased so much against the office of the
President as against Nixon himself. According to Perry, the press feels many of
Nixon's accomplishments have been
praiseworthy.
Perry pointed out that the press .often
makes completely incorrect predictions
about various issues. As an example, he
cited the press' misleading predictions
about the 1972 Campaign thereby causing
the public to change their opinions about
Muskie and other candidates.
Perry praised the press for exposing the
Watergate affair. He stated that Nixon
should stop telling Americans they are
wallowing in Watergate. He said, after all,
that "Watergate is not our fault."
Perry recently completed a book entitled
Us and Them about campaign reporting in
1972.

Htfd. Seeks Older Siblings
As you know the Office of Community
Affairs acts as the liason between the
College and the Hartford community.
When students feel that their academic
interest can be furthered by working in
the community, we at the Office of
Community Affairs make students aware
of the many outlets available. At this
time we would like to make known
Project Goya.
Project Goya is a new outlet open for
Trinity students who enjoy working with
and getting to know on a personal level
individual children. Under the Project
Goya idea, interested Trinity students
would become Big Brothers and Big
Sisters to children in the Hartford
community. You would be free under
Project Goya to actually act as a Big
Brother or Sister, which means the
Program would have no restrictions on
any creative ideas or events a student
would be willing to share with his or her
Little Brother or Sister. The money any
student is willing to spend on his Little
Brother or Sister will be reimbursed by

Project Goya at general meetings. The
meetings can also be used by students to
discover if any synonymous recreational
events are being planned—if you would
desire the company of another student
and his Little Brother or Sister when
attending this event. Transportation
should not be allowed to restrict your
ideas because we have a Trinibus which
will be made available to "Goya".
The idea for Project Goya comes from
Trinity students showing interest in
working with individual children.
Therefore, Project Goya is anxious to
include more of your ideas before its
beginning next semester. So come to our
meeting December 5th at7:00 p.m. in the
Senate Room, There are a lot of Little
Brothers and Sisters interested in
meeting and enjoying a learning exchange between Trinity students through
Project Goya and we are glad you feel
the same, so come to our meeting on
December 5th and share more of your
ideas.

"In the last five years, the College has lost over $30,000 in stolen or mutilated
lounge furniture, much of it being found in student rooms at the year's end,"
said Del A. Shilkret, Dean for Community Life, in a recent interview.
A budget allocation has been approved for lounge refurnishing and the
project is underway, but Shilkret emphasized his intention to move slowly and
try new security measures to keep lounge furniture in the lounges. For instance, in multipurpose areas like Elton lounge, furniture is moved frequently
within the lounge, hence they cannot be bolted down. Further, he said combination locks have been placed on one North Campus lounge, and all students
in the dorm received the combination. " I f they keep that lounge unlocked as
much as we do our bathrooms," one South Campus resident remarked, "that
system won't be worth much". In addition, Shilkret explained that the lounges
in the bridges between South Campus buildings cannot be locked because these
are necessary paths for fire escape.
Last summer, students and resident assistants helped design the $6,000
experimental North Campus second floor lounge which provides carpeted
platforms with built-in lounge seats, and which Shilkret calls, "a success."
Shilkret also discussed several other recent renovations, including the installation of ping-pong tables in Jones and Wheaton Halls and in several other
campus lounges, in addition to the refurnishing of Wean and Alumni lounges.
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Community Involvement Notices
Introduction
As you see the Office of Community Affairs is functional throughout the semester to the bitter end. We know things are tight
now and many of you do not have time to
begin volunteering. Nevertheless keep
following our column and remember the
volunteer opportunities will be present next
semester.
Again we the members of the Office of
Community Affairs are: Ivan A. Backer,
Willie Smith, and Terri Collado. Ivan
Backer can be reached from 10:00 - 4:00,
Monday - Friday in McCook Math-Physics
Center, on the third floor. Terri Collado can
be found manning our office in Seabury 8
every Tuesday and Thursday from 12:00 to
1:30. Willie Smith can be reached in
Goodwin 14 or just call 524-0157. ,

TUTORING
1) Everywhere School Needs Tutors
The Everywhere School is a bold new
educational . venture, on the open
educational model in a community setting in
the South Arsenal area of the City. Recently
a number of fifth and sixth grade students
have been transferred to the Everywhere
School who lack the skills in reading and
math to participate in their program
adequately. Tutors to help in these areas
once or twice a week would be very helpful.
Please contact: Earl Shepherd, Director of

Education, 527-4012 or 278-8460; or see Ivan
Backer, Director of Community Affairs,
McCook 326, extension 310.
2) ABC (A Better Chance) Resident Tutors
Resident male tutors are being sought by
the ABC program. The Program assists
minority students from ghetto high schools
by having them live in a residential setting,
approximately 10 to 12 students per house,
and the students attend the local high
school. There are houses in Simsbury and
Madison, Connecticut as well as other
locations. Each of the houses have a
resident family, and usually one of the
members of the family is a teacher in a local
school system. Two resident tutors also
assist the students with their academic
work. The resident tutors receive their room
and board free.
This is an opportunity to tutor and work
with a group of minority students for either
independent study or open semester. There
is an opening in the Simsbury House for a
student beginning in January. For more
information please see Ivan Backer,
Director of Community Affairs, extension
310.

HOUSING
1) Hartford Housing Authority: Family
Counseling Division

Letters • • •
from pg. 8
cooperate in registering their pets, thereby
jeopardizing the rights of other pet owners,
the future of pets at Trinity, and even the
health and safety of all members of the
Trinity College community. This is just
another example of the astounding stupidity
which students have displayed in dealing, or
rather not dealing, with PFA.
I think it is high time that the few people
working for PFA, who are beating their
heads against the wall of student apathy and
stupidity, should give up, disband PFA, and
Jet pets be banned on campus. It seems
obvious (hat if pet owners don't care enough
about their pets to come to a PFA meeting,
then they don't care enough to keep them on
campus, and if there are enough people who
do care, then perhaps they will make the
effort to start PFA working again.
Without the interest and cooperation of pet
owners, there will be no PFA, and without
PFA there will be no pets on campus. It's as
simple as that. Now it is time for pet owners

to make a decision and act. If they don't and
pets are banned on campus they will have no
one to blame but themselves!
Name Withheld by Request

'women's
athletics'
To the Editor:

This agency works with tenants individually and in groups living in public
housing developments. The family Counseling Division deals with the personal
problems of the tenants as well as the
collective problems resulting from their
living in public housing. Students will work
directly with family counselors working
with tenants and also will work with tenants
directly. For more information contact the
Office of Community Affairs.

1) The Hartford School System has special
classrooms in eleven schools servicing the
needs of children with various kinds of
learning disabilities, handicaps, emotional
or social adjustment problems.
The student volunteers helping teachers in
classrooms with these teachers are extremely useful and welcome. It provides an
excellent opportunity to work with a wide
range of children with different problems.
For more information call: Ivan Backer,
McCook 326, ext. 310.
OPS 66'

SERVICES TO HANDICAPPED
CHILDREN

Willie Smith or
Terri Collado

Pets . . .
from pg. 2
Voorhees listed the accomplishments of
PFA so far:
1) expansion of PFA's services for pet
owners, such as new ID tags, free worm
checks, medical advice, possible vet clinics
on campus, etc.
2) a new, more workable Constitution
3) recent improvements in the clean-up
operation on campus
4) greater cooperation of pet owners with
regulations
5) general assistance to "a lot of fuzzy
critters"
6) reduction of the registration fee by
Dean Spencer from 20 to 15 dollars a
semester
7) a new procedure to accomodate pets on
campus temporarily at no charge for the
first week by signing in the PFA notebook at
Mather Hall Front Desk, and two dollars a

week thereafter.
"While I was happy to spend the time to
get PFA on its feet this year when pets were
so nearly banned, I just can't afford to
continue spending so much time next
semester," Voorhees said.
"Unfortunately, last year showed both
that someone has to take the time, and that
fines are necessary."
All pets must be registered with PFA
even if only visiting campus. Lost pets
must be reported immediately to Mather
Front Desk and entered in the logbook.
For information, call:
Loran Blake 247-5390 Box 35
Mallory Harris 246-9451 Box 216
Holly Nelson 524-1223 Box 714
Pete Voorhees 527-3397 Box 1811
Harry Heller 247-0211 Box 617

Band Seeks New Sound

By Mary Nelson

WANTED: Musicians interested in
reshaping the instrumental music program
at Trinity.
Larry Allen, director of the band said
"Let's face it, right now we have 17 hardThe Trinity College Council is currently core members; the first couple of rehearinvestigating thestatus of women's athletics sals we had about 35. Now, if we have people
at Trinity. We would like to hear from all sitting around in the dorms who play inwomen who have complaints or suggestions struments then we should get them inabout any aspects of women's in- volved. If they don't want to play in a band,
tercollegiate sports, the women's in- then we should organize the kinds of groups
tramural program, or physical education they want to play in."
classes. Please send your comments to me,
The members of the band have invited all
at box 1860.
Sincerely, interested musicians to a meeting to be held
Sheila Driscoll, for tonight, Tuesday, December 4, at 7 p.m., in
the TCC Committee on Garmany Hall, Austin Arts Center.
Women's Athletics.
"Most people associate the Trinity Band
with forming the Trinity'T' and playing the
"William Tell-Finale" at football games,"
said Mark Sherman, band president, at a
recent practice. "Many of the members are
accomplished musicians capable of playing
a variety of music well."
The students will discuss other forms oi
Britain Ave.
music at the meeting. Allen stated, "If
musicians who attend the meeting decide
they want to have a concert band, good, as
long as enough parts show up at rehearsals." He continued that if they decide they
would rather have quartets and small en-

sembles, then fine, as long as they are
committed to the quartet or ensemble.
"Other alternatives are a stage or dance
band, chamber orchestra, or anything you
want," Allen said. "A pep band for
basketball is now in existence, under the
direction of Tom Gerchman, '75, band music
librarian, for those who are inclined."

ARROW
PACKAGE STORE
23 New

...

LLBTLE.
LtEVELE

247-2214

BEER - WINES - LIQUORS
STUDENT l.D.'s REQUIRED

G.l. WHITEHEAD
AND SON, INC
207 New Britain Ave.
527-5218
General Auto Repairing
24 Hour Towing Service

WALK INN
RESTAURANT
1786 Broad St.
Near New Britain Ave.
Steaks-Chops-Pizza
Italian Specialties
Liquors
524-1334

OPEN SUNDAYS

G O O D PLAIN
G

p^daerS

SERVSCB

524-0550

BROOKSIDE
RESTAURANT
442 New Britain Ave.
We specialize in
Italian Food
Luncheon served 11-2

COLLEGE SPORT SHOP
112 New Britain Ave.
Hartford
10% Discount to Students
Headquarters for Sperry
Topsider AAocs, Tennis
Rackets & Stringing,
Bowling,
Basketballs,
Footballs p h o n e 247-9905

JACK AND JILL CAME DOWN THE HILL
TO SAY HELLO TO HY AND LILL . .
•

.

•

'

Inter-mural Basketball competition
will start after Christmas vacation.
Team rosters must be submitted to
Don Viering by December 21.

H & L PACKAGE
STORE
219 Zion Street

247-9138 233-1834
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Friedman, Violinist
By David Seltzer
Neither rain nor fog nor energy crisis kept ning", "Moonlight", and "The Storm"),
concert-goers from their appointed rounds which establish the mood for various scenes
Wednesday evening, as the Hartford in the production. Standing musically on
Symphony Orchestra, under conductor their own, they offer four auditory sketches
Arthur Winograd, presented its third season for the listener to attempt to visualize. The
performance atBushnell Hall. The audience first is similar to Grieg's "Morning Mood,",
was justly rewarded for its perserverance except that the idiom is distinctly Britten's,
with an evening of lively music by Brahms, both in purity and clarity. The heavy
brasses were well-balanced, as were the
Britten, and Wieniawski.
The program featured soloist Erick horns in "Sunday Morning," where they
Friedman in the Violin Concerto #2 in d imitated church chimes while a bird-like
flute fluttered around them. The trumpeters
minor by the 19th century Polish composer were
doing things I had been rapped on the
Henryk Wieniawski. The concerto opens knuckles
for as a student taking lessons in
with a sprightly first movement, and is Junior High:
They blared away with gay
indeed a tour de force in dexterity (or abandon in response to the requisites of
perhaps even stamina) for the performer. Britten's score.
Wieniawski himself was a violinist by up"Moonlight" was characterized by
bringing (a child prodigy at the Paris
Conservatoire) and his demanding com- rounded rubato chords by the orchestra
position reflects his consummate talent. Mr. pierced by the xylophone. The Interludes
Friedman successfully conquered the finished with "The Storm," an agitated,
technical challenges of the piece, oc- almost cacophonic selection of rhythmic
casionally gyrating in place as if to facilitate and harmonic turmoil which finally sorts
itself out with fine final staccato orchestral
his delivery.
The second movement has a pleasant bursts.
The concert concluded with the Brahms'
melancholy theme, not unlike "Dark
Eyes" and other romantic Russo-Slavic Symphony #3, his shortest and (to my mind)
folksongs. The final movement has a most palatable symphony. The strings
roaring start and maintains the energetic displayed the rich unity that the composition
pace (allegro con fuoco) through to the demands, and the third movement was
finale. While perhaps an unpretentious treated sensitively, as the strings, horns and
concerto thematically, it is a highly oboes successively restated its plaintive
sophisticated technical exercise for the melody.
December 12 the orchestra will present its
soloist. Mr. Friedman was admirably suited
next concert, with Leslie Parnas as soloist in
to the task.
OTHER FILMS:
From Benjamin Britten's opera "Peter Haydn's Cello Concerto in D, Schonberg's
T.W.O. presents Salt of the Earth, the Grimes," Mr. Winograd performed the Four "Ode to Napoleon" and the Schubert
story of Mexican-American working Sea Interludes ("Dawn", "Sunday Mor- Seventh Symphony.
women, Wednesday, 8p.m.; McCook
Auditorium. Free. AXP Film Series: The
Caine Mutiny, tonight, two shows, 9:30 and
midnight, Alpha Chi Rho House, 114 Vernon
Street, $.75. Hillel Presents The Shop on
Main St., Free at 10 p.m. in McCook
Auditorium.
and Barbara Bernardo will be perWednesday evening, December 5,
forming solos, as well as a duet by Cheryl
there is a student dance performance in
CONCERT:
Hahn and Gina Zarrilli.
the Washington Room of Mather Campus
M.H.B.O.G. Presents Tom Rush, Friday
Wendy Perron, who is teaching the
Center. Several student-choreographed
Repertory class this semester, has
in the Washington Room. Tickets - $3.75.
pieces will be performed. These pieces
choreographed a piece entitled "Forest'',
evolved from various problems and
EXHIBIT:
which will be performed by the six
projects worked on in the Composition
Austin Arts Center, Exhibition mounted
women in the class.
class, taught this semester by Risa
by the Junior Seminar in Art History,
The program is at 8:15 p.m. General
Jaroslow. Phyllis Roberts, Peggy
through December 10.
Admission will be $1.00; Students $.75.
Herzog, Adrien Mally, Mary Jo Matel
OFF CAMPUS

This Week In the Arts
ON CAMPUS
RECITALS:
A program of French piano music;
Wednesday. Rochelle Homelson, Trinity
College, And Donald Charlamb, Hartt. 10
p.m. Garmany Hall, Austin Arts.
FOLK SOCIETY:
Anne Muir accompanied by Gordon Bok,
Wednesday, 8:30, Hamlin Hall; .50.
DRAMA: NIGHT OF THE IGUANA, by
Tennessee Williams; directed by Len
Cowan; Thursday through Saturday, 8:15,
Sunday— 2:30, Goodwin Theatre, Austin
Arts Center, $1.00.
Also-CAMINO
REAL,Tennessee
Williams; The National Theatre Institute
Bus Company; Monday, Dec. 10: 8:15,
Goodwin. Student Admission-$1.00. (Iguana
and Camino Real-$1.50)
DANCE:
Dancing - works by students and faculty
choreographers, Wednesday, 8:15 p.m.,
Washington Room; student -$.75
CINE:
Tonight: Morgan (7:30); State of
Seige(9:30). Wednesday through Saturday:
Sunday, Bloody Sunday (7:30); Romeo and
Juliet (9:40). Sunday through Tuesday:
Brief Encounter (7:30); Pygmalion (9:15).

Dance Performance

HARTFORD STAGE:
Getting Married, George Bernard Snaw,
at 8:30, through December 16.
HARTFORD SYMPHONY:
December 12, Leslie Parnas, Cellist,
Schonberg, Haydn, Schubert. Get tickets
now.

Photo by Titla Erler

Photo bv Titla Erlor
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'RTC Reviews

It's Like You Never Left
IT'S LIKE YOU NEVER LEFT is Dave
Mason's new solo album on Columbia
records. With its excellent production (done
by Dave), the only known photo of Mason's
famous smoking guitar, and the music
contained on the platter, this album is one of
the best put out in a while.
Dave Mason has been one of the creative
geniuses of rock music ever since he was
with Traffic. He split song penning with
another genius, Steve Winwood, and Traffic
put out some really incredible stuff, including Mason's masterpiece, "Feelin'
Alright?". But it is hard for two such
powerful music personalities to stay in the
same group, as shown by the breakup of
such groups as Beatles and Spirit. So
inevitably Mason split with Traffic, and
went out on his own.
He put out. ALONE TOGETHER, a
tremendous album, but after that he fell on
hard times. He did one try with Mama Cass,
and a half studio/half live album, and a live
recording, but none of these sold well, nor
did they deserve to. Mason's main problem
seems to be that he finds it hard to put out a
lot of new material. On the half live/half
studio album only five of the songs were

new, the rest being from Traffic or his first
solo try. The live recording only had one new
song on it. So (from 1969,) to this new album,
Mason has spun out only six new songs.
With IT'S LIKE YOU NEVER LEFT
Dave has finally got together a bunch of new
stuff. On the whole the album is very good.
Side one starts with a nice love song
Baby...Please, most of his songs deal with
love, with Graham Nash singing backup
vocal. Nash showed he couldn't sing lead on
his solo album, but he sings a loverly harmony. Mason does best on his simple songs,
with just guitar voices, and maybe bass. It
seems if he has a weak song, he likes to fill it
in with drums, etc... The next song, Every
Woman, is one of the simple songs, and it is
real nice. If You've Got Love is a good song,
of interest mostly for one of the backup men.
There is something familiaF about the
guitar, and low and behold the credits say
"guitar: Son of Harry". As we all know
George Harrison loves disguising his name,
and here he goes again. Yes, the ex-Beatle
does some more studio work, unbeknownst
to his millions of fans.

FALLING KNOWLEDGE
by Max Coyer
knowing that I need you
needing to know I love knowing
loving the need but
haling the need to say

This is a nice song, but a let down after
Maybe. The next side begins with the
weakest song of the bunch, and Mason
added horns to try and fill it out, but it didn't
quite work. Silent Partner is another old
tune. On a previous album it was called
Here We Go Again, but Mason has changed
the lyrics, and added a chorus. It remains a
pleasant song. It is followed by the only
instrumental on the album, Sidetracked.
Once again, nice but not great. The next cut,
The Lonely One, is a typical Mason goody,
showing he is capable of creating really fine
tunes. The last song is of a new style to
Mason, almost Santana-like, and oddly, it is

smiling at loving endings more than beginnings
needing last times more for thinking and
knowing theyare the beginnings, knowing
loving needs a time for coming

,
i
, '
' •

the title track. I reserve judgement on it
until I listen to it more.
Dave Mason's new album is not the
greatest album ever made, not even as good
as ALONE TOGETHER, but it marks his
triumphant return to putting out new
material. Highlighted by Maybe, this album
can be a real delight to you and your personfriend (take that you chauvinists) as you
sit by the warm, cracking fire, with your
arms....

Follett Sells Cheaply
By Chris Lane

every time you buy about forty minutes of
music. That is a rip off, considering how
companies make. It is a very expensive
habit to buy records, sort of like narcotics.

crying mocks my knowing
and that you are going mocks my life
knowing love
and needing loving, but knowing
all the time you wont be back

teaching a loving dying can sing
singing a deaih that cant be taught

. Finishing up the first side is a song taken
from a previous album (he couldn't come up
with quite enough new ones), Headkeeper.

It is time to rejoice, cheepo-cheepo
records have come to Trinity College. It was
bound to happen, for records prices have
gone sky high, It now comes to about a fiver

you are the reason for my saying
I need you and knowing that
I know you are going
mocks my needing and my loving

and always in the end
loving a cardboard lover
getting in the end
always knowing a last
time for loving our saying:

Then THE SONG comes, Maybe is its
name and its quality is fa-a-antastic. It is
one of those simple songs, and is another
love song. It is so good it almost makes me
want to fall in love just so I can understand
the song better, but nothing could be that
good. As he says, "Maybe sing a song for
you, That's what I know best to do."

Some one sometime was bound to take all
the unsold records and sell them for under
two dollars, to the benefit of himself; and all
of us hooked on music. The book store has
finally brought this bonanza to our community.
Almost every five and dime store now has
a bin of sub-two dollar albums.and they sell
very well. There is one major source for all
the albums, so the selections vary little store
by store. All the albums are relatively old,
and did not sell well, and it is not always
because they aren't good. You can pick up
many a fine disk in one of the bins, although
they are usually well hidden by the Jim
Nabor and Hollywood Strings covers.

Patience is the word, and a car is the means
to get to the different stores in case one of
them may have the golden grail of your
dreams.
Here are a few of the selections which I
have picked up, or seen in these charity
sales;
Lighthouse - a fine Canadian group
Eric Burden & The Animals, Love Is
Beach Boys, Good Vibrations-Great
Oldies
Cat Mother, most of their albums-an
under rated country rock group
Bonzo Dog Band, - gotta hear to disbelieve
The Cyrkle, Red Rubber Ball - remember
that one?
Deep Purple, Shades of ..., Book Of
Talesyn, - superb early stuff
! It'
AirForce (with Ginger Baker)
Ten Years After, Watt-Alvin Lee can
really rock
Steppenwolf, most of their albums
Love, most of their albums
(
These are just a few of the great deals that
appear from time to time in the bins. The
book store had a good selection until all the
good records were bought, but hopefully
they will replenish the selection quickly, for
when they do I urge all you who are on
sneaker-string budgets to run on down ana
stock up on this triumph for humanity,

] Feminist Uts"Week|
Anyone interested in displaying:
.
Ceramics
'
Photography
|
Sculpture
I
Graphics
J
Or any other Creative Arts in some way |
relating to' Women, please contact Deoni •
Heidecorn, Box 1890, This is for Femmisi
Arts Week, February 3-10.
1

TOM RUSH TICKETS
Buy your Tom Rush Tickets EARLY at
the Student Government Office in Mather
Hall, 11-12 and 2-5. Tickets are $3.75.

from pg. 3
the most educated and hardest -working
persons I have ever met." He added, T *
is something of a missionary in Fairbans.
His cause is to spread China studies i»
America.
v, to
"Fairbank has not only done mucn w
enlarge the field and the interest in it but™
has trained some of the best cnuw
specialists we have," he added.
>
Vohra described Fairbank as a; " a i
task-master." He said some of Fairbann
students are afraid of him because "
standards are so high and exacting. V°m
noted, "His attitude toward work and live
in many ways represent the Puritan en
which hasled this country on for a very »•
tl

Photo by Ann Convery

Portrait of Hannah, (Mercy Cook), Maxine, (Susan Ellman), and the Reverend T. Lawrence Shannon, (Brian
^ c Eleney),asthey wilt appear in Tennessee Williams' Night of the Iguana, opening Thursday, December 6 at 8-15 P m
in the Goodwin Theatreof the Aostin Arts Center. Student tickets are $1.00

Vohra said, "Traditionally the Chinese
have been China centered. The hope is «
they will now start having c u " u ™ ' d e n t
changes, scholarly exchanges « » « " « " , *
exchanges which will help in the direct!"
greater mutual understanding.'
t i, e
Vohra asserted, "Peking recognizes
climate of opinion Fairbank has cultiva ^
One can see the beginnings of the cnang
has been working for."
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Eating Out

Seafood, Encilladas. . .Then The Warehouse
By Howard Johnson

"Taco-Platter" an assortment of 12 crisp
pie a la mode and cheesecake smothered
tacos for $4.95. A few side orders completed
with either cherry or strawberry sauce.
their meal. One beef "burrito", with a
Both were delicious and in line with the high
doughy shell which is very filling is 85<f. One
quality of fish this fine restaurant offers.
or two burritos accompanied by a bowl of
The menu impressed us with its selection
any of the various chiles, ranging in price
of 140 seafood dishes, "the most complete
from 80-95? would make a meal. A good
seafood menu in New England". There are
dessert to top the spicy meal is a dish of iceThe Clam Box on 1291 Silas Deane High- nine varitities of chowders and stews. The cream and "bunuelos" - cinnamon cookies chowders,
clam
or
fish,
are
made
two
days
in
way in Wethersfield is a find for the seafood
to allow the flavors to blend. The for 350. You can expect to eat well for less
afficianado. Specializing in seafood, this advance
than $3.00 per person. There is a carryout
stews,
clam
oyster or lobster, are made to
restaurant offers the widest selection order with milk
service, and a counter top "Mexican
or
milk
and
cream.
Only
available in this area. All the fish is fresh, fish in season is*served and that is fried or
Market", where sauces, relishes and all
with the exception of Alaska King Crab broiled to order. The Clambox has its own
other ingredients necessary for a feast at
Claws and shrimp. Trucks are sent daily to lobster pond to insure freshness. Lobster
home are available.
the Fulton Fish Market insuring freshness prices were not outrageous - 1-1/2 lbs. for
One attractive feature of Tacorral is the
and high quality.
$9.00 and 2 lbs. for $10.50. Most luncheon
late hours it remains open. Monday through
Thursday the hours are 11 to 10 p.m., Friday
We had the special buffet luncheon which entrees are about $3.00. Dinners range from
and Saturday 11 a.m. to midnight, and
is offered each Wednesday and Friday from $6.00 to $8.00. Though it seems a shame not
Sunday from 1 to 10 p.m. Toget there, take
* 12 to 3. Three dollars and 25 cents is the to eat a seafood meal which is so well
Route 84 East to the Manchester exit, take a
charge for unlimited helpings of a large prepared at the Clambox, several items are
right at the end of the ramp, get in the left
variety of dishes. Included in the spread available for non-fish eaters.
lane and bear left diagonnally at the fork.
were fried clams and onion rings, baked
The Clambox is a family owned business
Go past the Manchester Parkade. Tacorral
swordfish and bluefish, baked stuffed which clearly shows in the pride taken in
can be found at 240 Broad Street, just east of
clams, a seafood Newburg and many con- their high standards of food and service. If
the Manchester Parkade. It is worthwhile
diments and salads. We felt this was a low you enjoy seafood you will be delighted with
trying to find.
price for this tasty buffet. We also tried one the Clambox.
of the Clambox specials, "Steamed Clam
Tacorral, in Manchester, offers our idea
Bake Pot", beginning with a choice of clam of standard Mexican fare. This is an inOnly a five minutes drive from Trinity
chowders - either New England or Old formal restaurant with picnic tables under a
stands the Cafe Warehouse, one of the
Fashioned style. We tried both and found brightly-colored fiesta tent. It is especially
largest bars of its type between New York
each an excellent concoction. The "Pot" well-suited for dining with large groups of
and Boston. Outside it appears to be an
held generous servings of steamed clams, people. The servings of food are generous,
unassuming brick warehouse. Inside one
jumbo shrimps and baby Maine lobster and the prices are low. The basic items
finds a friendly atmosphere made by the
tails. A choice of salad and potato were offered are tortillas, tacos, encilladas and
long continuous bar, the "hitching post",
included for the price of $6.00. Recom- chile. The encilladas at 60$ each, were
numerous small cafe-like tables and many
mended by our waitress, the Roquefort judged best by a panel of 6 last weekend, and
games for amusement. The decor is dimly
dressing was homemade and superb. Other the hot sauce, (free) most dangerous. The lit "early
warehouse". Though open
Clambox specials which were recom- spices used in the cooking, and the hot daily, the largest crowd is on Friday and
mended to us by the owner are Finnan sauce, dictate a large amount; of beverage to
Saturday nights, the only nights when there
Haddie, prepared either au Gratin or accompany your meal. You must bring your
is an entrance charge of $1,00. However, this
Steamed for $6.35 - a smoked fish which is own beer or wine (no hard liquor). Glasses
covers the expense of a disc-jockey, as well
difficult to find in this country and Baked or steins will be provided.
as three chances at a raffle for champagne
Stuffed Ruby Red Shrimp for $7.85. For
or a gift certificate at a local department
To demonstrate the inexpensiveness of
dessert we tried hot, deep-dish apple crumb this particular restaurant, three men ate the
This week's column features three
establishments which are in themselves not
unusual, but that they exist in Central
Connecticut instead of along the shore, in
Mexico or in New York City, respectively
makes them especially unique.

store. The disc-jockey, who takes requests,
plays music for dancing which occurs under
strobe and sound-activated lights. On days
other than Friday or Saturday, juke-box
music is provided for dancing.
One interesting feature of the Warehouse
is it s men's room where blackboards line
the walls for graffiti or personal messages.
The women's room, if you can find it behind
the closet, has the same feature, though on a
smaller scale.
Though the Warehouse might be imposing
to some, it is generally considered a
congenial meeting place to go either alone
or with a friend. The clientele are of all ages
and walks of life, demonstrated by the fact
that a surprising number of Trinity students
and faculty equally patronize this particular
establishment. The atmosphere is generally
non-abrasive. We spoke to the owner who is
justifiably proud of this friendly ambience,
and told me "how well the boys and girls get
along there."
Sunday afternoons offer 1/2 price drinks
from 2 - 4, and a free buffet from 4 - 6 consisting of a cassarole and a salad. In
reviewing this meal, I kept in mind that it
was free. At all times, there is free coffee
and pop-corn. Tuesdays nights at 9:30
movies are shown; this week's was a Tarzan
film. Coming up on December 18 is the
Warehouses' 2nd Birthday, to be celebrated
in gala style with champagne,
:
Drinks are moderately priced - beer is 60£
and mixed drinks are about $1.00. This
immense establishment deserves a visit
from those curious or truly interested. So
cruise on over to the Warehouse, in the
shadow of the Route 84 overpass near
Bradlee's, off Capital Avenue on 35 Wocidbine Street. The Warehouse is open Monday
through Thursday 12 to 1 a.m., Friday and
Saturday 2 to 2 a.m. and Sunday from 2 to ,11
p.m.

"Unity!" Cries NavareneBy Paul Backofen

"Ultimately there can be no clash of
values!", declared Vishwanath Naravene,
an Indian philospher, last Wednesday night.
"We must reestablish a harmony of
values."
Naravene spoke to about 40 people last
Wednesday night in McCook Auditorium in a
lecture sponsored jointly by the Lecture
Committee, the Intercultural Studies
Program, and the Religion Department.

Throughout the lecture and the discussion
period which followed, Naravene stressed
the need to harmonize values. He said that
this respect for harmony was the one point
on which the diverse religions of the Far
East had always agreed. They differ in the
manner in which they try to achieve harmony, but they all agreed that harmony was
necessary for a proper understanding of
values, he said.
Naravene said that this proper understanding of values led to a persistence of
values within the culture. He pointed out
that India has had the same values for
centuries. This constancy is one of the
cornerstones of Indian culture, Naravene
said. He added "Cultural continuity depends
on a persistence of values."
He then went on to discuss the application
of these ideas in the Western world. He
pointed out that Western man generally
believes that progress occurs when two
ideas conflict. He said that this approach
leads Westerners to separate their values,
noting that Western thinkers often speak of
moral right, political right, and economic
right as distinct realities. This separation is
wrong, he argued, because man can never
understand universal right if he seeks only
some limited right.
Naravene has taught philosophy at a
number of schools in this country and in
India, and is currently a Senior Research1
Fellow at the Simla Institute for Advanced
Studies. He has written a number of books
on Eastern philosophy the most notable
being a Hindi dictionary of philosophy.
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Cancellation
The lecture by Robert E. Patricelli, vice
president of the Greater Hartford Process,
has been cancelled. The lecture, which was
scheduled for Wednesday, December 5 at
8:00 p.m., will be held sometime next
spring.
,

There will be an editorial board and staff meeting next Sunday, Dec 7, at 7:00 p.m.
Elections will be held for Tripod editorial board positipns. New staff members are
welcome.

Gallery
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Apology
A few false or misleading statements appeared in our last issue's

First and foremost, we apologize to the Student Activities Committee
for condemning "the actions of the Student Activities Committee...who
are responsible for the current plight of this college's radio station."
WRTC has, at times, requested funds for a new transmitter. But they
have not been as persistent as we had been led to believe. In their most
recent budget request, in fact, they assured the SAC that the transmitter
would last through the year.
In the same vein, we referred to "poor management and planning that
could drive a corporation out of business." Again, it seems that much of
this poor planning is the fault of WRTC, and not the SAC.
Third, we referred ambiguously to "money people." Specifically, this
term includes the SAC, interested members of the Hartford community
and alumni.
In attacking construction of a new gate on Broad Street we did not
mean to blame any campus departments or organizations. This remark

'elitists}
Dear Trinity Review,
I want to be a writer. This is no splitsecond decision. This is no whim of the
moment. I have wanted to be a writer for
years now. At home, in high school, in the
past, I was encouraged. "You have
potential, you have style, you have
TALENT," they said; "Go to college and
cultivate yourself." And here I am. I major
in English. I take writing courses. I try to
build experience upon this raw, undeveloped, UNEXPOSED "talent". And I
am not alone. There are others at Trinity
like me. They have talent. They need to be
exposed-to have someone say: "look, here's
how you can IMPROVE yourself," because
they want to write. They want to write
creatively. They want to write WELL.
The Trinity Review is a dirty word. It
concerns me and those like me. It is
synonymous with ELITE and SNOB, I want
to submit, but I cannot. I am torn in two. I
feel that The Review is run by an elitist
group who not only edit the magazine, but
who, very mysteriously, write a good
majority of it too. My resentment flares.
Why should I write? Why should I bother?
But then, my thoughts shift. Change.
Change. See the other side. It is true: the
members of the elite, by and large, produce
the best material. The elite are the elite
because they are talented. What? Talented?
Yes, but not JUST talented. They have had
the OPPORTUNITY to cultivate themselves. I have not. Those like me , . . those
unknown sophomores and freshmen . . .
have not.
Down with the elite? No. They have
worked to get there. They have had the
OPPORTUNITY to be EXPOSED. Their
relatively cultivated talent produces
quality. This cannot be denied.
.,

Down with me? Down with those like me
who want the OPPORTUNITY to be exposed
so that they, too might cultivate their
talent? Again no. We cry to be read and
criticised. We cry for public EXPOSURE . .
. perhaps encouragement. Yes. Perhaps a
little boost to get us going. We've got to learn
to walk somewhere. We hope here. We hope
that Trinity and its community will teach us.
Down with The Trinity Review . . . at least
as it now stands. Give us some ground to try
our new legs. No! You elite! You of the
EXPOSED, RECOGNIZED, relatively
cultivated talent! Don't go. Listen:
FOUR Trinity Reviews: freshman,
sophomore, junior and senior editions.
Smaller than the original, perhaps, but with
bigger advantages. Edited by the same
elites,; BUT NOT ELITIST! How can the
freshman Review, which publishes only
material written by freshmen, be elitist?
There are no RECOGNIZED elite freshman
writers. Or sophomores: there are very,
very few. Juniors? Seniors? Here the
problem increases. There are elite juniors,
and a lot of elites are seniors; yet will this
"elitism" be more pronounced with four
Reviews than it is at present with one? I
think not. The elite may still have their
exposure,: but the non-elite will have theirs
also.
And the advantages! Think!
1) The freshman and sophomore (and to a
lessee extent, junior) editions of The Review
would provide an open invitation to new,
untried talent to cultivate itself. And isn't
this Trinity's goal: to help the individual to
find himself-to develop the individual's
potential?
2) Class competition between Reviews. A
little friendly rivalry. A football game. Class
pride. Can the frosh beat the seniors? Think.
This competition would create goals for the
writers to work towards. Quality is improved (or, at least, quality is strived for bv

was intended for gift-giving alumni and friends of the College. If we have
insulted anyone, we apologize. Our intent was to question the motivation
of people who see the vital needs of a college community, such as a new
radio transmitter, a new wing for a library, new dormitories or athletic
facilities or whatever, and who then give gates, which do nothing to
further the quality of an academic institution.
1

Finally, we wish to explain our use of "contingency fund." We did not
mean we have a formal fund set aside in case of emergency. Rather, we
meant in our planning for next semester we anticipate certain new expenses of our own. These needs mean increased costs, which mean we
must modify our current expenditures on the basis of increased future
expenditures.
We apologize once again to those we may have offended. Our desire last
issue was to help our fellow news medium, WRTC. The fact remains that
the campus radio station needs $5000 for a new transmitter. The money
must come from somewhere. The station should not be allowed to leave
the air permanently. We have given $500, which will be credited to the
WRTC account when they raise the remainder of the money. We hope that
will be soon. Please help them.

the individual, which is all that really (PFA). It was held at an hour convenient for
counts). Most material is turned in. Team most people and it was well publicized;
vs. team creates more enthusiasm all •there were a number of posters, and
reminders were even sent in the mail to all
around.
Think. Four Trinity Reviews. Consider. pet owners the day of the meeting. This was
All respect and sincerity, a meeting to elect officers for next semester
GregPotter '76 and its importance was made very clear in
the notices,
There were only six people who attended
the meeting: the president of PFA, a pet
owner in the administration, and four
To the editor:
students, and none of these six people were
An Open Letter Regarding Gay Liberation: able or willing to shoulder the responsibility,
Knowing there is never an appropriate for all the other pet owners at Trinity who
time-anytime capable of serving the pur- hadn't even bothered to come to the
poses of announcement-I address this open meeting, There are over forty studentletter to Trinity's gay undergraduates both registered pets on Trinity campus and they
in and out of "the closet."
have been allowed to remain only because of
Due to the overriding indifference on the the massive efforts of Peter Voorhees
part of the gay members of Trinity College, (president of PFA) and the leniency of theI have seen fit to discontinue gay liberation administration. The turn-out at this u»
in the form of regular bi-weekly meetings as portant election meeting is, unfortunately,
it was last year, in favor of a readily typical of the response of virtually all pet
available information source for gay un- owners to PFA. This is not just anotne
dergraduates unfamiliar with gay life here example of the apathy of Trinity students,"
reeks of complete and asinine stupidityat Trinity or in the city of Hartford itself.
We are in a position to provide in- Ignorance can not be the excuse. How em
formation concerning gay bars, etc., also we pet owners not know that PFA is a student
are ready to provide an environment in organization, run by students, for student
which gay students can talk openly about and their pets? How could they not Know
their feelings of sexual choice and possible that pets will be banned on campus if""
ceases to operate? How could they not Know
insecurities of "coming out."
The offer is that of friends. If there is such that PFA operates only when students taw
a need, I and the other members of gay part, and that the only way to«wei
liberation can be contacted directly or registration fees, solve problems and sew
disputes is to attend meetings and rai*
through the college councelors office.
these issue? PFA could do so much for F
It is important to be gay and honest!
Max Coyer owners (and other members of _l™J.
President, Trinity Gay Liberation College), but only if there is somew l linters*
shown. There are those who are l i n %],
organize a veterinary clinic on campus w
reduced fees, but the plans can't even «
started because so few people have
To the editor;
pressed any interest. Not only is there aw
Last Monday (11/19/73) there was a of interest, but many students will not ev
meeting of the Pet Friends Association

^freedomJ

'act'
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Class of 77
An Observation
By Gordon Smith

(Editor's note: The data presented on the following pages was obtained from
the questionnaire administered to the present freshman class by the Sociology
Department during freshman orientation. 65% of the class filled out the
questionnaire. When percentages do not sum to 100 it is due either to legitimate
rounding error or to the fact that the percentage of students who did not choose
to answer a given question is usually not included. Some data from the
questionnaires of the two previous years is also included.)

What human specimen is male, 18 years old, smokes grass, considers itself to
be "liberal," and has never had intercourse "but would like to"? The average
Trinity College freshman, of course. But, you ask, what about the rest of the
class? Read on.
Background
The class of '77, as most unattached upperclass Trinity males can tell you, is
composed of a lower percentage of females than any of the three classes above
them. The freshman class this year is only 31 percent (%) female, compared to
41% for last year's freshmen, and 39% the year before that. •
As usual, most of the respondents were 18 years old (67%) on the day the
questionnaire was administered. Most of the rest were under 18 (29%),
presumably mostly 17-year-olds whose birthdays come late in the year. Only
4% were 19 or over.
37% of the freshmen come from a small city or town (under 50,000); 31% are
from a suburb to a large city; 11% come from a rural area; 10% hail from a
large city (over 250,000); and 9% are from a medium-sized city (50,000-250,000).
Only 1% came to Trinity right off the f ar m.

Table 1
Total Family Income
Under $7,500
...2*
$7*500 to $9*999..
. . . . . .tA1
5*
5510,000 to $14,999....
i
J»15,000 to iH9,999
1520,000 to iJ29,999.'.'.»
i»30,000 to Si39,999..«...
iiifO.OOO t o 5J49.999
* " &
$50,000 to $60,000
........jg
Over $60,000,.................18^

The data in Table 2 is not too surprising, although one might be tempted to ask
some of the 44% of those respondents from families with incomes of greater
than $60,000 who consider themselves to be in the middle class just what they
consider to be the prerequisite to being a member of the upper class.
High School Careers
'
60% of the class of '77 went to public high schools, contrary to the notion that
Trinity is merely a "preppy playground". 25% went to private day schools and
14% to private boarding schools.
The high school class of '73 was an active one: 90% of this year's freshmen
said they were either "very active" or "somewhat active" in extra-curricular
activities (excluding student government and athletics) while they were in high
school. 76% were "very" or "somewhat" active in athletics and 57% in student
government.
43% of the respondents had a cumulative average in high school of' 'A'' or " A", a surprising drop from the 63% figure for the previous year's freshmen. SAT

"Barely a majority of the class of 77 are
at Trinity because they want to be here."
scores for the two classes are nearly identical, however, with the average
verbal SAT at about 600 and the math SAT a little higher.
The freshman males are to blame for the class's lower cumulative averages.
Only 34% of the males could muster "A" or "A-" averages, whereas 62% of the
females achieved this plateau. The men managed to redeem themselves on
their SAT scores, however, being slightly lower than the women on the verbal
SAT and slightly higher on the math SAT.
Sex, Love, and Marriage
45% of the freshmen said they "dated" once a week or more their last year of
high school, and another 23% "dated" once or twice a month.
Of those who "dated", 32% dated only one person, 27% dated two people, and
31% three to five people. Only 10% dated six or more people.
The respondents were asked to check the one of four given statements about
marriage which came closest to their own views. Only 8% agreed that marriage
"is a sacred institution", whereas the majority (61%) felt marriage is "a
permanent relationship based on the personal qualities of two particular individuals". 27% agreed that marriage is best described as "a contract by two
individuals to maintain, support, and comfort one another". Only 2% agreed
with the more radical suggestion that marriage is "an arrangement for giving
legitimate sexual satisfaction to consenting individuals".

One can see in the above chart that total family incomes ranged widely, with
no income bracket having more than 18% of the total.
After they were asked their family's income the freshmen were asked in what
social class they felt their family is, 23% placed their families under the
heading of "upper class";
73% classified their families as "middle class"; and
the remaining 4% called1 their families part of the. "working class". None said
his or her family was a member of the "lower class".

Table 2
Subjective Social Class by
Annual Family Income
Subjective
Social
Class

AmuaalT&ffliJ .y Income
Under $20,000- $40,000- Over
$20,000 $40,000 $60,000 $60,000

Upper
Middle

80*

Working

16*
100*

13*

38*

8795

62*

56*

•a

1OO?S

100*

lOOfC
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35% of the freshmen class have had intercourse.
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The double standard may not be thriving as well as it was twenty years ago,
... but it's not dead yet:

Table 3
Attitude toward Appropriateness of
Sexual Behavior for Men, by Sex
SeIX

Attitude

Male

"Only after marriage"

Female

3* •

12*

"Only with somebody he
contemplates marrying"

10*

6*

"Only with those for whom
he has strong feelings"

5W>

679S

"With anyone who feels
similarly inclined"

33*

15*

, 100*

100*

Table 4
Attitude toward Appropriateness of
Sexual Behavior for Women, by Sex
Attitude

Photo by David Duennebier

13% of the freshmen expect to be in the bottom 60% of their class.

S<!X
Female

Male
6*

"Only after marriage"
"Only with somebody she
contemplates marrying"
"Only with thoae for whom
she .has strong feelings"

1

15*

71*

22*

7*

100%

100*

Though males in general have a more liberal attitude toward sex, it is clear
there are both men and women who feel that two codes of sexual behavior, one
for men and one for women, should exist.
75% of the freshmen say they have petted short of intercourse "frequently" or
"occasionally", though only 35%, less than half that number, have had intercourse.

Table 5
Frequency of Intercourse, by Sex
Sex
Male
Frequency
Female
Had intercourse frequently
11*
15*
Had intercourse occasionally

28*

12*

Rever, but would like to

31*

18*

Never — not before marriage

10*

15*

Never

19*

40*

99*

100*

The differences between the sexual behavior of males and that of females is
not too great, although one can see that more than twice as many males as
females have had intercourse "occasionally".
A breakdown of the data by the respondents' present religious preference
yields some interesting results:

Table 6
Frequency of Intercourse,
by Religious Preference
Frequency
Frequently
Occasionally

Re! igious
Prot. -SaSh.

Prefe: ence
Jew.
None

5*

7*

15*

20*

16*

21*

30*

23*

Never, but
would like to

26*

23*

Never — no$
before marriage

14*

Never

38*
99*

i

:

-.

9*

... 57*

"With anyone who feels
similarly inclined"

identify themselves with no religion have no religious constraints on their
behavior, we nevertheless see in the table that a larger percentage of Jews have
had intercourse than students with no present religious preference.
Religion
Exactly 50% of the freshman class are very sure or fairly sure they believe in
the existence of God. Another 35% either aren't sure what they believe or say
that knowledge of God is unattainable. Only 6% stated flatly that they don't
believe in God.

28*

36*

23*.

6*

3*

25*
99*

21*

it8*
100*

100*

Despite the alleged moral strictness of Catholicism 7% more Catholics than
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We can see from the graph that more of those students who had a Protestant
or Catholic background left their religion than did those who had a Jewish
background. And, not surprisingly, there was a 20% jump, from those who had
no religious background to those who presently have no religious preference.
When asked to compare their present degree of involvement in organized
religious activity with that of a few years ago, 54% said they are now less involved. A mere 14% said they are now more involved than they were, with the
remainder involved to about the same degree.
With regard to attendance of religious services, 29% never attend and 24%
attend once a week or more, with the rest falling between these two extremes.
Although only 3% said it is "absolutely necessary for salvation" to be a
member of their particular religious faith, an additional 27% said it "would
probably help".
4% of the respondents would not marry someone from a different religious
background, and another 5% would do so only if their future spouse would

"Despite the alleged moral strictness of
Catholicism 7% more Catholics than
Protestants have had intercourse."
convert to their religion. At the other end of the scale, 5% said they "would be
willing if circumstances required to convert to my future spouse's religion''.
Drug Usage
This year's freshman class continues the trend toward marijuana smoking
and away from the use of "hard" drugs. 30% have smoked grass frequently, 22%
occasionally, and 9% once. Of the 38% who have never smoked, only 3% say
they "would like to", indicative that most of those who have never smoked have
chosen not to smoke, rather than never having had the opportunity. There were
only slight differences between male and female responses, with 6% more
women having smoked than men. Interestingly, 18% more freshmen who attended a private high school have smoked frequently than those who attended a
public high school.
14% have dropped acid at least once; 13% have taken speed; 9% have taken
Methaqualone (sopors, quaaludes); 9% have taken cocaine; and 11% have
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said they never plan to; the highest "would like to" percentage was 5%, for
cocaine.
Speed freaks they're not. But beer guzzlers and boozers, yes. 43% have drunk
beer frequently and another 46% occasionally. 27% have drunk liquor
frequently and 62% occasionally. These are dark days for the W.C.T.U....
Politics and Watergate
Although the percentage of students who consider themselves tec be politically
conservative is holding steady, the percentage who label themselves "radical"
continues to decline slowly. Two years ago 9% of the freshmen said they were
radicals; last year the figure dropped to 6%, and this year's data shows another
decrease, to 4%. Otherwise, the freshmen divide as follows: "liberal", 52%;
"middle-of-the-raod", 27%; "somewhat conservative", 14%; only one
respondent, less than half of one percent, labelled himself' 'very conservative''.
A male/female dichotomizing of the data shows only small differences, except that 6% of the males are "radical", as opposed to only 1% of the females. A
more interesting breakdown of the figures is seen when the data is divided by
one's religious background, as seen in the following table:

Table 8
Political Position,
by Religious Background
Political
Position

Religic>us Back round
Jew.
Prot.
Cath,
2*

Liberal

5096

40*

?6*

Middle-ofthe-road

32*

35*

1096

20*

6*

Somewhat
Conservative
Very
Conservative

.-.

1*

100*

100*

Page 3

"82% 'strongly agreed' or 'agreed' that *A
woman's decision tohave an abortion is her
absolute right with which the state must not
interfere."
Women's Liberation
The so-called "Women's Liberation Movement" has unquestionably had a
significant impact on a considerable percentage of Trinity students. A sizable
minority (41%) of the freshmen either "strongly agreed" or "agreed" with the
statement that "Women in this country must become revolutionaries. They
must refuse to accept the old traditional roles and stereotypes." Not surprisingly, a breakdown by sex shows moderate differences of opinion on the
statement:

8*

Radical

INSIDE

like at Trinity. 52% agreed with the statement, "Students from the different
races to get along together very well and to participate in many activities
together." Another 40% agreed with the prediction, "The students to do a few
things together, but not much beyond that."
The respondents were asked what their feelings would be if their roommate
were of a different race. Although 81% said that "it would not make much
difference", when they were asked if they would try to move to another room
only 37% answered a flat "no". 62% said "It would depend on how my roommate acts."
39% said "It would not make the slightest difference to me" if their dorm
floor were composed almost entirely of students of a different race. 60% said
they "would not prefer it", though only 11% said they would definitely try to
another floor or dorm. 69% said "it would depend on how they act" and 20% said
they definitely would not trytomove to another floor or dorm.

Table 9
Degree of Agreement with the Following Statement, by Sex t "Women in this country must become revolutionaries. They must refuse to
accept the old traditional roles and stereotypes."

100*

As one can see, the differences are considerable. Almost twice as many
respondents from a Jewish background label themse' v«s "radical" or' 'liberal"
as those from a Catholic background.
«.With regard to party affiliation, the majority (60%/ of the freshmen said they
consider themselves to be Independents, though half of those admitted they
lean toward the Democrats. Of the remainder, 20% consider themselves
Democrats, 9% Republicans, and 8% don't know.
Along with radicalism, the percentage of students who have participated in
"political demonstrations, marches, rallies, etc." in the last year before entering Trinity continues to decline. 55% of the freshman class of two years ago
had participated in at least one demonstration or rally; last year the figure
dropped to 41%, and this year to 32%.
The students were asked to check the one of four given statements which most

"Speed freaks they're not. But beer
guzzlers and boozers, yes."
closely agrees with their views on the involvement of President Nixon in the
Watergate Affair. The verdict of the freshmen was perfectly clear: Nixon is
guilty. While only 7% agreed that "Nixon planned the Watergate bugging from
the beginning," 49% felt that "Nixon did not plan the bugging, but knew about it
before it took place." An additional 38% agreed that "Nixon found out about the
bugging afterward, but tried to cover it up." A scant 2% felt that "Nixon had no
knowledge of the bugging and spoke up as soon as he learned about it.
A large minority (34%) said that the Watergate Affair "was just politics, the
kind of thing both parties engage in". The majority (61%), however, agreed
that "It was a very serious matter that reveals corruption in the Nixon administration." When asked if they think "the Watergate hearings would have
been better conducted in private as opposed to on public network television,
only 24% answered "yes".
Race Relations
Most freshmen come to Trinity with a rather optimistic view of race relations
here. The students were asked to choose the one of several statements which
comes closest to describing what they expect relations between the races to be

Degree of
Agreement

Male

Se

Female

Agree strongly

.4*

Agree

2936

Disagree

50*

Disagree strongly

16*

5*

99*

101*

12*

40*

One can see from the table that 23% more women than men "strongly
agreed" or "agreed" with the statement.

"Along with radicalism, the percentage of
students who have participated in 'political
demonstrations, marches, rallies, etc' in the
last year before entering Trinity continues to
decline."
It is difficult to decide just how "liberated" the class of '77 really is. Although
a mere 20% of the class "strongly agreed" or "agreed" that "It would be
preposterously naive to suggest that a BA can be made as attractive to girls as
a marriage license," a majority (54%) nevertheless agreed (either strongly or
not-so-strongly) that "What the feminists complain about is right in theory, but
when you get right down to it, women aren't treated all that badly in the real
world."
w ,„
The phrase "Women's Liberation Movement" may be a misnomer. 62% of the
respondents agreed that "Man is not the enemy, but the fellow victim of women
in the present half-equality." Only 2% "strongly disagreed".
On the issue of a woman's right to an abortion, the freshmen spoke virtually
with one voice. 82% "strongly agreed" or "agreed" that "A woman's decision
to have an abortion is her absolute right with which the state must not interfere."

Table 10
Degree of Agreement with the Following Statement, by Sexi "A woman's decision to have an
abortion is her absolute right with which
the state must not interfere."
Degree of
Agreement

Phbto toy Lloyd Wolf

Male

S( iX

Agree strongly

50*

Female
66$

Agree

31*

22*

Disagree

9*

9*

Disagree strongly

6*

6*

99*

100*
.
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We can see from the table that although a slightly higher percentage of men
don't agree that women have an absolute right to abortions, by and large, the
great majority of both sexes agree on this issue.
Family Relations
The "generation gap" has apparently withered away, if indeed it ever
existed. 91% of the freshmen said the attitude of their families toward them is
"warm", although this group is almost exactly evenly split between "easygoing
and warm" and "demanding but warm".
64% of the respondents said they are closer to their mother than to their
father. The figures for males and females, perhaps somewhat surprisingly,
were within 1% of being identical.
The freshmen were asked to rate their present relationships with their
families compared to the time when they entered the seventh grade, Apparently, a lot of freshmen had stormy home lives as 11 and 12-year-olds
because 51% said their present relationships are "considerably better" or
"somewhat better". Only 18% said their present relationships are worse.

^.

"A whopping 53% expect to be in the top
filth of their class by the time May rolls
around."
Plans at Trinity
Barely a majority of the class of '77 are at Trinity because they want to be
here. If they could choose with "perfect freedom", 58% of the freshmen would
be at Trinity right now; 29% would be attending a college or university other
thanTrinity; 3% would be working; and 8% "Would prefer an alternative other
than working or going to college".
The freshmen were asked to select their probable major. The leader was
Biology, with 13%, followed by, in order of decreasing percentage, History,
Political Science, Psychology, English, Economics, Modern Languages,
Engineering, Urban and Environmental Studies, Chemistry, Philosophy,
Music, Theatre Arts, Fine Arts, Sociology, Education, and Physics. The
following majors were each chosen by fewer than two people: American
Studies, Classics, Comparative Literature, Intercultural Studies, and Religion.
Only 15%, however, said they were "very certain" of their choice of a major,
while 38% were "not certain at all".
Photo by Lloyd Wolf

''The resurgence in the popularity of
fraternities is evident upon comparison of
last year's data with this year's."

Half the class believes in God. The rest aren't quite sure.

The resurgence in the popularity of fraternities is evident upon comparison of
last year's data with this year's. Although only 7% said they definitely plan to
join a fraternity, only 45% said they definitely do not plan to, whereas 63%, or
18% more, of last year's freshmen definitely did not plan to join a fraternity.

••il

"The males are to blame for the class'
lower cumulative averages. Only 34% of the *•
males could muster "A" or "A-" averages,
whereas 62% of the females achieved this
plateau."
The.eternal optimism of freshmen is best displayed in the question which
asked the respondents to predict their class rank at the end of their freshman
year. A whopping 53% expect to be in the top fifth of their class by the time May
rolls around. Only 13% of the class expect to find themselves in the bottom 60%
of their class.

The freshmen were asked to indicate what campus activities they expect to*
become involved with during their first year at Trinity. 59% said they expect to
become involved with special interest clubs, followed by: athletics, 57%; social
activities, 54%; publications, 36%; student political organizations, 18%;
student government, 16%; and religious organizations, 10%.
FuturePlans
When asked what business or profession they think they will most likely wind
up in, 19% answered medicine and 18% law. No other profession was chosen by
more than 7% of the freshmen. Similar to their choice of majors, however, only
14% were "very certain" of their career choice and 50% were "not certain at
all".
They may not know what they're going to do with their lives, but they're
damn sure they're going to be well paid for it. Only 18% expect to earn an annual income of less than $20,000 at the maximum earning point in their working
life. And 42% expect their maximum annual income to be over $40,000.
Looking ahead to five years from now, 43% expect to be working and 62%

"They may not know what they're going
to do with their lives, but they're damn sure
they're going to be well paid for it."
expect to be attending gradua.e or professional school. 85% expect to be
working ten years from now.
An error in questionnaire construction precludes the reporting of what the
freshmen expect their personal family situation, i.e. marriage or cohabitation,
to be in the future. Only 9% of the respondents said they never expect to have
any children, however, so one can probably safely conclude that most of the
students intend to settle eventually into a monogamous relationship of some
sort.
Conclusion
It is difficult, if not simply impossible, to characterize a class in a few
carefully chosen adjectives. It would make more interesting reading if it could
be reported that the class of '77 has a strikingly unique personality all its own
and is in some way radically different from the classes which came before it.
But aside from the differences which have been discussed herein, the present
freshmen are really not very different from those of last year or of the year
before that. And indeed, there is no reason why they should be.

Biology is the most popular major.

Photo by Peter Lebovitz

This is the third year a freshman questionnaire has been administered by the
Sociology Department. The results of the questionnaire are used in several
Sociology courses, both to facilitate the teaching of data analysis and to provide
students with "real" data to study and analyze. Eventually, the Sociology
Department hopes to compile enough data to be able to study gradual shifts in
the backgrounds, attitudes, and patterns of behavior of freshman Trinity
students,
The data from these questionnaires, as well as all the other data and
laboratory machines belonging to the Sociology Department, are available for
use by any interested members of the Trinity community.

Lindsay Mann, managing editor, arranged this Inside
and Gordon Smith 76, Sociology major, wrote the text.

In the Public Interest
The College Student & Life Insurance
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By Peter Basch

Chairperson, Board of Directors
Connecticut Public Interest Research Group
Perhaps in these times of impending doom, life insurance is the last thing on everyone's minds; that is,
everyone's minds except the insurance companies'.
Every year college seniors are bombarded with phone
calls and letters from life insurance salesmen. What
may seem like one's first "privilege" in being an adult
ready to venture into the "real world" is actually a
multi-million dollar rip-off. The problem is even more
immense now because of the lowered age of legal
majority (since you can now sign a legal contract at 18
years, entire college populations may soon be subject
to this harassment).
The October 16, 1973 issue of the Central Recorder
(the student newspaper of Central Connecticut State
College) ran an article entitled "Beware: Insurance
Company on Prowl." It told of the beginning of an
investigation by Mr. Ken Tessman, a student at
Central and a Board member of ConnPIRG. Mr.
Tessman started his investigation after receiving
numerous complaints about seemingly unethical and
possibly illegal sales tactics of a particular insurance
company. Since that time ConnPIRG has asked Attorney Lou Sirico (of the Connecticut Citizen Action
Group) to collect affidavits from students on different
campuses and if necessary, bring the case to court.
But this is getting off the main issue. Surely it is
important to single out the law breakers from the other
legitimate insurance companies. However, the main
issue is the institution itself (selling life insurance to
college students), and not a consideration of the
violators.

College students do not need life insurance! The
January 1972 issue of Consumer Union carried an
article entitled "Caveat Emptor on Campus" which
stated, "...unless a college student has children, as a
rule he should not buy life insurance." And yet many
insurance companies have programs aimed at such
populations. Mr. Herbert S. Denenberg, author of "A
Shopper's Guide to Surgery" and Insurance Commissioner of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania (the
only consumer oriented insurance commission in the
country) has repeatedly warned college students
against buying life insurance.
Most life insurance companies will try to sell college
students what is known as "straight" or "cash value"
life insurance. This type of policy is redeemable for
cash at a later date. However, most holders never even
take advantage of this; only one-third of the people
buying "cash value" policies keep it for 20 years and
redeem it at their retirement. Clearly the insurance
companies have the advantage here.
Insurance that simply pays at the death of the insuree is called "term" insurance. If college students
feel the need to buy life insurance, most disinterested
experts recommend this type of policy. Why most
salesmen don't offer it is that it costs only about onefourth as much as "straight" insurance (and thus they
don't make as much commission).
ConnPIRG offers the following recommendations to
students:
1) Don't buy life insurance unless you have a special
need. When the time comes you can always get it later.
2) Don't buy a "cash value" policy. If you have to
buy life insurance, except in special circumstances,

get "term" instead of "straight." It will give you the
coverage you need at a much reduced cost.
3) Don't get talked into buying insurance. A common
sales tactic is to be called by a salesman and told, "It
can't hurt to just make an appointment to see me."
This is not so! Salesmen are experts and many people
have found themselves "grilled" for hours and have
ended up signing for something they didn't want or
need. If you want insurance, make the appointment,
otherwise refuse. If the salesman continues to pressure
you after you indicate you aren't interest, tell him
"Goodbye" and hang up.
4) Don't sign anything. Often a sales talk will end
with, "If you want this policy you have to sign for it
now." Certainly there exist some special policies
which are limited in terms of clientele and date which
they can be purchased, but this is not one of those
cases, Any policy which you are offered can be signed
(if necessary) the next day or next week, after you
have had time to think or show the policy to parents,
friends, or a lawyer.
Some companies use a "promissory note" which
commits the customer to purchasing the policy. Even
though it is sometimes presented as an eligibility form
- it is a legal contract. Do not sign anything you can't
take home to scrutinize.
5) Do send any complaints to us. By February we
hope to publish a pamphlet on insurance buying. We
need information on different policies and selling
practices. Please send us any brochures you receive.
ConnPIRG will make an effort to provide any student
with legal advise in regards to complaints about insurance companies. Please address any correspondence to Peter Basch, Box 854 (Campus Mail).

If Dogs Run Free

Seven Pillars of Wisdom Teeth

ByMattMoloshok

(Thanks to Lloyd Wolf)
Good evening everybody.
For more than one-hundred fifty years, the Trinity
empire has been, in the words of one diplomat, "the
sick man of Europe."
Its holdings range over the whole of Academie,
encompassing hundreds of peoples from different
backgrounds and places of origin.
Some subject peoples are not happy with Trinity's
hegemony. The South Campus and the North Campus
have been at war with the metropolitan power for
years. Those who live in the Heights rise have for years
held out against the Sultan, in spite of assaults from the
Low Country.
But all this is changing now. Trinity is coming to the
end of its term. And the subject population is restless.
Meanwhile, the Connecticut powers are doing their
best to hasten the destruction of the Ottoman Empire.
For instance, they have provided anyone who is interested with a knife to destroy College sofas.
But the mastermind of the disintegration of Trinity's
empire is Lawrence Libido, known to millions in this
desert region as Lawrence of Libraria.
From his headquarters, hidden away in the
Government Documents division, Lawrence has
engineered a coup to strike at the heart of the Empire.

With the aid of the Hashishimite family he has begun
attacks on various College strongpoints.
His first great conquest was the Library's circulation
Desk. Lawrence and some of his cronies borrowed
seven hundred books each and then returned them
simultaneously. The Library's personnel in the region
were unable to handle the volume of books. They were
completely overwhelmed by the massiveness of
Lawrence's strike. In the ensuing confusion, several
troops of the Hashimite regiments fanned out through
the library and routed the Ottoman Bantams.
Merciless and cruel, Lawrence ordered his
followers, "No prisoners." The hordes of
Academicians then blew up stacks and terrorized the
dazed remanants of the Ottoman staff.
Seeing the carnage, I asked some of the rampaging
students, "Why do you do these things?"
"For 'Awrence!" answered a thousand voices.
Later that day, Lawrence and his crew joined forces
with Allenby's forces from Allen Place. They marched
up the dreaded Long Walk toward Demathercus. In a
series of violent battles, Lawrence and Allenby
conquered Damathercus and held out here until the
fighting outside of Academie was ended with a solid
victory for the powers aiding them.
In the subsequent peace conference, Lawrence
arrived to defend the interests of Academie, dressed in
the full regalia of the Hashishimites.
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What does Lawrence want?
"I believe," he says, "that the population of
academie should have full self-determination."
And how did he first become interested in academie?
"These people seem to live a good, manly, sort of
life," said Lawrence. "Nothing womanly about them."
Why did he have to be so violent and bloodthirsty?
"Only weak-stomached half-men fear blood," he
assured me.
What was his own role in these grea t affairs?
"I'm a modest man," said Lawrence. "I'm the sort
who never would, never rould, claim to be something
out of the ordinary. BUT... let a camel in your life and
your modesty is through."
Or, in other words: "I am the greatest. If it weren't
for me students would still be slaving for Trinity in the
sweated shops of the Libarie. My leadership and genius
will go down in history."
What's next for Lawrence?
"Well, I'd like to return to private life. Go back to my
modest existence. An occasional visit from the Queen,
Dinner occasionally in theP.M.'s. You, know... just an
ordinary man."
Would he let a woman in his life?
"I shall never let a woman in my life."
And so, from the sands of Academie, this is Lowell
Lowell and the news.
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-13 Point Scale

Debugging and Gr
By Charles Moore

Since we are the ones to pay the professor's salaries
they should be working for us instead of the reverse.
Whatever system of evaluation is adopted it should be
used by the student so that he may follow his progress
and realize both his strengths and his weaknesses.
However, at Trinity the grading system is, for the most
part, not used for this purpose. Instead, the thirteen
symbols have become the professor's tools which can
be utilized for reward and punishments. Should a
student slack off or lose interest in-a course then he is
sharply reprimanded with either a C- or, (God forbid)
a D4-. This method of using grades is based on the
primitive theory that students can be forced to learn.
Perhaps the student can be coerced in to memorizing
material or responding properly to a stimulus, but he
can not be forced into intellectual development, which
is, after all, the purpose of a Trinity education.
The first step to "Debug" the Trinity system of
evaluation is to change the grading scheme to a simple
5 letter system: A, B, C, D, F. Eliminate forever all
+ 's and -'s. Granted this plan is not ideal, but it can be ,
considered a lesser evil. It is an easy step to take, with
student support, and once the movement is started
other reforms will follow. This program has been
recently instituted at numerous other colleges with a
good deal of success in reducing the grade consciousness and the unnecessary pressure that are
generated by the 13 point scale. Also, graduate schools
find this alternative perfectly acceptable, It is im-'
portant to remember, however, that this is only the
first step in the creation of the scholastic utopis that
Trinity can easily be.

points at the top of the page then there would have been
had I answered the question incorrectly. This explanation only provoked another question. Why did I
care if I did well or not on the test? The solution, like
the previous one, arose out of the early morning
twilight to haunt me further.
By the time I pulled myself together and realized the
full meaning of the answer, I could relate to Hamlet
after he had just spoken to his father's ghost. The
purpose behind my studying "Debug" at 2:15 in the
morning was to get good grades in school.
This, of course, is an extreme example but I believe
it adequately describes a rut that most of us have been
coerced into. We are being evaluated on a -3 point scale
and we are therefore forced to recognize that a Bf is a
better grade than a B which in turn is superior to a B-.
This extreme grade consciousness compells all but the
students of the strongest will to study for marks. When
this occurs Trinity is reduced to a mere training school
instead of the intellectual institution that it could easily
be. The Academic world has been inverted. No longer
does a student study to learn, to pursue, his interests,
but rather be studies for grades.
The most effective way to receive a so-called "Honor
grade" is to do exactly as your professor desires. In
other words, the more one subverts his will to that of
this teacher, the better his work will be. These exercises in conformity are exactly what I consider to be
training. No matter how hard a professor strives to
promote creativity, his efforts will be hindered by the
highly differentiated grading system.

The dawn came around 2:15 one Wednesday morning. I had been pouring over my Computer Concepts
notes in preparation for thg test latter that morning,
when I once again came upon the definition for
"Debug": "to detect, locate and remove mistakes
from a program." I tried to figure out why in the Sam
Hill anyone would want to memorize the definition for
"Debug". This was the third time that night I had seen
the word. Maybe I was just tired but the absurdity of
that word followed by a colon and then its definition
knocked me into a daze. Why should I sit in this little
room, in the middle of the morning, fully awake try to
memorize that definition?
A moment's thought revealed the answer. I pursued
this course of action because, if perchance the word
"Debug" appeared in the definition portion of the test,
then I wanted to answer it correctly. But why should I
care whether or not I could respond properly to the
Stimulus "Debug"? What value could it possibly be to
me, God or my country if I wrote the answer to that
question correctly on the test, which was now only six
hours away? That is to say; would I be any less of a
man if I wrote "to Debug: to remove any and all insects that appear either dead or alive upon the face of
one's keyboard."
Once again the answer revealed itself to me in a
ghost like manner. The solution was quite simple. I
desired to respond to the definition correctly so that
when I received my test back there would be more

foe Dream

By Tom Bray

Thanksgiving at Home

Going home for Thanksgiving vacation to Palmerton , Pa., is always an experience. For one, even though
Palmerton is nestled in between the foothills of the
Pocono Mountains, the air is dirtier than Hartford.
That is due to thefact that Palmerton is a one company
town, that one company being the New Jersey Zinc
Company, a subsidiary of Gulf and Western. The NJZ
manages to pour lots and lots of zinc refuse into the air.
Sometimes grass and trees grow in Palmerton,
sometimes the zinc kills them. I worked in the Zinc
Company for a total of four months* but that is a different story.
Thanksgiving Day in Palmerton is the day of the big
Turkey Classic. On that day the Palmerton Area High
School Blue Bombers meet their traditional archenemies from across the river, the Slatington Bulldogs,
in the final football game of the season. In years gone
by, Palmerton was a high school football power, but
now I understand we have trouble fielding a team. No
doubt this is due to the fact that drugs have finally
found their way into Palmerton.
Some visiting college students manage to stagger to
the game after having a rough time of it the night
before. There we talk about the quality and quantity of
illegal substances on our respective campuses and
occasionally watch the football game. Gossip is caught

upon: who is dropping out, who is flunking out, and
who is taking what. Plans are made for parties over the
weekend and the degenerates take careful notes as to
times and places.
But this Thanksgiving vacation I had a special treat
in store for me. On Friday night we were hanging out in
the park looking for something to do. Some people were
drinking beer and occasionally one could smell the
pure, sweet aroma of pot. Suddenly one guy who had
been drinking asked in a loud voice, "Who wants to see
my turkey?" There were a few chuckles and giggles,
but mostly silence since no one knew quite how to
answer a question such as that. "Whatsa matter,
don'tcha believe me?" he continued. "I've got a live
turkey in my car."
And indeed he did. In his trunk, as a matter of fact. It
seems he had in some manner acquired the turkey the
day before, and drove around with it all day in his
trunk. Now he brought it out for all of us hanging out in
the park to see. He addressed the turkey by name and
made several obscene comments and gestures in
regards to the animaKa female). At first we were
attracted to the uniqueness of the scene and some
people even petted the turkey. But then slowly people
began to be repulsed by the whole display. We decided
to leave and go for a cruise.

Why we became repulsed by a guy making obscene
comments about his newly acquired pet,.turkey will
seem natural to some readers. But I suspect that the
average Palmerton youth would view the turkey incident as the highlight of his or her Friday night, and:
correctly, so. After all, if you hang out in the park all
night and drink and smoke, when some guy pulls a
turkey out of the trunk of his car, you know it is time to
sit up and take notice. In a town that rolls up the
sidewalks at 9:00 p.m., anything that breaks the
boredom is welcomed. I often wonder how I have
arrived at the place where I am (wherever that may
be), coming from that semi-rural industrial boredom.
But that is just one side of Palmerton. I could tell you
about ministers, librarians, the Hospital Auxiliary, the
Aerial Fire Truck Fund, the Krill Youth Foundation,
and so on. That side of Palmerton is the side that
created the boredom that the other side seeks to
escape. But my home town is changing. When the sons
and daughters of the working class meet head on with
the drug culture, it is a difficult task to integrate them
into a lifetime of factory work. Something has got to
break, and they know it. If a revolution ever comes,
there will be alot of angry kids trashing Delaware
Avenue, Palmerton's main street.
Sometimes I'm glad that I'm at Trinity and not in
Palmerton.

Sony, WE'LL
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Announcements
U-E Meeting
Trinity Postludes is presenting an interesting
program of French music for piano—four
hands, featuring Rochelle Homelson of Trinity
and Donald Charlamb of Hartt College, Wed.
evening, 10:00 P.M. Everyone is invited to
attend the 30-minute program.

Feminists
Any woman interested in participating in or
helping to organize the music workshop for the
Feminist Arts week, please contact Judy
Lederer, box 1922, phone 522-3442. Any woman
who would like to display her artworks, such as
graphics, sculpture, photography, or any other
art form, during Feminist Arts Week, p'lease
contact Debbie Heidecorn, box 1890.

Open meeting for current and prospective
urban-environmental studies majors, Tuesday,
December 4, 1973 at 4:00 p.m. in the Senate
Room. Refreshments will be served. For
further information, contact: Dr. Andrew
Gold, Director of the Urban-Environmental
Studies Program, McCook 320, extension 412.

Yoga
Sri Swami Satchidananda will give a public
lecture on Yoga at the Unitarian Meeting
House, 50 Bloomfield Avenue, Hartford on
November 30 at 7:30 P.M.* For further information please call the Integral Yoga Institute in New Britain, 224-3220.
*Admission is SI.50.

Letter
To the editor:
One of the results of October's All-College
Meeting on Impeachment has been the
formation of the Radical Alternative Group
(RAG). As its name implies, RAG feels that
there is a need for widespread radical
thought and action, to transform the present
social structure.
There is a pervasive attitude among the
individuals who formed RAG that just
getting ride of President Nixon is not
enough, that people will have to commit
themselves to a basic restructuring of institutions and attitudes of this society in
order to return to a moral and ethical path.
For this reason, RAG has formally adopted
a resolution which acknowledges the
necessity of a socialist revolution and
society, using Marxist methodology as a
guide for achieving this situation. RAG sees
racism, sexism, and imperialism as logical

results of the existing economic system. At
this point, however, RAG has not yet
decided the extent of its Marxist orientation.
RAG is planning several projects: among
them a series of colloquia on different
perspectives of history; a drive to make
students more aware of the three current
student issues coming up at the Trinity
Board of Trustees meeting in January;
ending sex discrimination; increasing Third
World enrollment; and creating student
trustees.
RAG also plans study groups for the
purpose of understanding Marxist
philosophy and theory, a recycling
program, a food co-op, and a campaign to
have graduation requirements lowered
from 36 to 32 credits.
We do not see any one of these projects as
solely radical issues,. But we do see that, in
this society as a whole, there is a general
feeling of powerlessness among people and
this is reflected in the powerlessness of the
students to control their lives in the
microcosm of Trinity. RAG sees these
projects as an initial student effort to gain^
control over their lives, and hopes to
acquaint and increasing number of students
with Marxist ideology and practice.
Anyone interested in working on any of
these specific issues is welcome to contact
the prrsent RAG chairpeople: Susan
Boyton, Box 863, Omar Dahbour, Box 1560,
or Carol Edelstein, Box 943.
The Radical Alternative
Group

DERI'S
PHARMACY

11

130 New Britain Ave.
(corner of Broad St.)
Russell Stover's Candy
Health and Beauty Aids
- Liquors - Gift Items
Prescription Dept.
Call Us We Deliver

247-7926
Hours: Daily 8 a.m.-8-.30 p.m.
LJJSHidayi 8 a-m.-1:00 pjri.

TRIANGLE FOODS
351 Washington Street
(Corner of Vernon and Washington Streets)

CORNER
TAP TAVERN
Heineken on Draft

We're offering a 10% discount to all Trinity students and
faculty presenting an I.D. Card. No discounts given on beer
or tobacco. Full service grocery stqre with delivery service.

No irag, Just Fact»
Best Dressed i®tr In Town

•

FRESH CUT COLD CUTS - HOMEMADE SALADS

HOT OVEN GRINDERS
Hours: AAon., Tues., Wed., - 9-6
Thurs., F r i . , - 9-8
Sat. - 9-6
Sun. - 8-1 -

PHONE: 247-3971
Dian Cleaners located next door
347 Washington Street
They also offer a 10% discount on all dryclearting. I.D.'s
must be presented with dry-cleaning.

Kitchen Closes at 10130 p.m.
Open: 9 a.m. to 1 a.m. everyday except Sunday
LD.'s ARE RiQUlRED

Across the street from campus
217 New Britain Avenue
549-6575

|
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FRED LOCKE"
BREAKS
THE PRICE
BARRIER ON

SONY

DSLUXS STEREO CASSETTE DECK WITH
DOLBY NOISE REDUCTION SYSTEM.
• Ferrite & Ferrite Heads
•Automatic Total Mechanism Shutoff
• Tape Select Switch
• 3—Digit Tape Counter
• Straight Line Record Level Controls
• Peak Limiter Monitor
• Much More

TC-134.SD
CASSETTE DECK

194

00

Brought to

you

by

SUPERSCOPE

REGULARLY 239.95

YOU'LL DIG ALL THE SOUND
YOU'LL GET FROM THIS
SYSTEM...YOU'LL ALSO DIG
THE PRICE!
We can't say enough about the EPI 100'S, but saying "enough" . . . isn't . . .
you haveto listen to them. The clean, clear sound that comes through the EPI 100'S
will satisfy even the most demanding stereo enthusiasts. The 100'S are easily driven by
the Sherwood S-7100A AM/FM Stereo Receiver with a distortion level of only . 2 % .
Completing the system is a BSR McDonald 51 OX automatic turntable with synchronous
motor for perfect speed and a Shure M-75C cartridge. Come into Fred Locke Stereo
and listen to this dynamite system at this dynamite price . . . $425.00 . . . Enough said?

SYSTEM LIST PRICE $513.40

SYSTEM PRICE

$425

EPi MODEL 100'S
LIST
$188.00

SAVE 88.40!

SHERWOOD

BSR

SHERWOOD S-7100A
A M / F M STEREO RECEIVER
LIST $219.95

MeDGIUALD
BSR MCDONALD
51 OX
TURNTABLE
UST $105.45

FRED
LOCKE
n.aster charge

C2Z

L

1335 WILBRAHAM ftD.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

782-7111

216 West Main St.
Avon, Conn.
678-1797

. STORE HOURS
Mon.-Wed. 10-7
Thurs.-Fri. 10-9
Sat. 10-5:30

1071 Burnside Ave.
East Hartford, Conn.
528-9479

1533 State St.
New Haven, Conn.
787-0183
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Announcements
England
Public Policy
You are invited to an informal discussion of
study in England, Tuesday, 4 December
1973—4-5 p.m. Alumni Lounge of Mather Hall.
If you are planning (or even considering) study
in England, especially if you plan enrollment in
an English University for your junior year . . .
Come to meet Trinity students who have
studied in England. Hear about the various
opportunities: exchange at University of East
Anglia; Institute of European Studies at
University of Durham; occasional student
status at various universities; Institute of
American Universities at the University of
Refreshments.

New Left
Harold Jacobs, editor of Weatherman and
activist in the New Left will be speaking in the
Senate Room of Mather Center at 11:30 on
Friday, Dec. 7. Jacobs will be speaking and
answering questions on Weatherman and the
possibility of revolution.

Irv Jeffries M U S I C
SPECIALS ON
Records & LP's - Pop Singles
Tapes - S Track Cassettes
Head Shop
Music Books & Accessories
Way Out Clothing & Jewelry
Black Lights
Posters
Candles
Jewelry, Earrings, Etc.
LOTS OF ITEMS TO CHOOSE
ALL MUSICAL
ACCESSORIES
HARMONICAS
GUITAR STRINGS
GREAT SELECTION OF
MUSIC BOOKS & SHEETS

The John Fitzgerald Kennedy School of
Government of Harvard University announces
its graduate program in Public Policy. Ph.D.,
Master's or joint Master's-professional school
degrees are offered. Applicants should be interested in policy analysis and be at ease in
both the world of words and the world of
numbers. Write Dean Harry Weiner, Littauer
Center, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138 for
catalog and application.

France
You are invited to an informal discussion of
study in France Tuesday, 4 December
1973—7:30 p.m. Alumni Lounge of Mather Hall.
If you are planning (or even considering) study
in France, come to meet Trinity students who
have spent a term or a year in France. Hear
their reactions to various programs; talk with
Trinity French faculty about opportunities.
Appropriate Refreshments. This is an open
meeting: all interested are welcome.

APARTMENTS FOR RENT
STUDENTS WELCOME

3 & 4 rooms, heat and hot water
included $120-$140 rent'per month.
Farmington Ave. area. 678-0566, 5212919, 521-0267.

Kessler
Contrary to the flyer, dinner with Rabbi
Kessler will be at 6:30 at the Hillel House this
Thursday. Try to call ahead if you'd tike to
come. Afterwards there will be a discussion
about his trip to Israel and some non-sequitors.

R.A. 's
Students planning to be off campus next
semester, and who are interested in becoming
Resident Assistants for the 1974-75 academic
year, may submit applications before Dec. 7
and complete the interview process prior to
Intersession. Applications and additional information are available from Dean Ellen
Mulqueen.

Free Movie!
TONIGHT! Free movie! At 10:00, take a
break and come see THE SHOP ON MAIN ST.,
a fine film from Czechoslovakia, more
powerful than THE F I X E R . McCook
Auditorium.

RiSiiiii
T h o u s a n d s of T o p i c s
$2.75 per page
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days).
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE # 2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
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XTX House will be used as a Study Hall
Sunday through Friday, Nov. 26-Dec. 12, from
7:00 p.m. until 2:00 a.m., except on Saturdays.

Jewish Living
Wednesday at 7:30 till 8:30 Rabbi Rosenbaum will hold another seminar-discussion on
"Contemporary Jewish Living", at the Hillel
House.

Eating
On Thursday, Dec. 6 at 8:00 p.m. there will be
a meeting at DKE of all those interested in
forming an alternative eating plan to Mather
Hall and the other eating clubs. We have some
plans, bring your ideas. Vernon, North Campus, and Allen Place residents, think of those
cold night walks to eat Saga food.

"ARE THERE VISITORS FROM
OUTER SPACE?"

• EXIT 9KFORBES STREET)or EXIT 58(SIIVER LANE) on 1-84 • EAST HARTFORD •
24HR. TEL. INFO. 568-8810 •
ACRES OF FREE LIGHTED PARKING' We Honor MASTER CHARGE

7 South Main Street
West Hartford Center

Study Hall

author of Chariots of the Gods?
and Gods From Outer Space

SHOWCASE CINEMA/ 1234

jp*m« - ^ ^ A

Services this Friday are at 5:00 in the Hillel
House. The service will be based on sections
from the newly published Union Prayer Book.

ERICH VON DAN9KEN

Our research material Is sold for
research assistance only.

jm* ,41%. , ^ mi.irf

Services

lecture/slide presentation
Come prepared to challenge the findings
of this remarkable man!
Thursday, December 6,8 p.m.
Bushnell Memorial
SPECIAL STUDENT PRICES:
Contact Nancy Burns, Mather Center

BROTHERS
of the
SACRED HEART
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EuroMed
may offer RX ¥la
overseas trelning
For the session starting Fall, 1974,
Euromed will assist qualified American students in gaining admission
to recognized overseas medical
schools.
And that's just the beginning.
Since the language barrier constitutes
the preponderate difficulty in succeeding at a foreign school, the Euromed
program also includes an intensive
12 week medical and conversational
language course, mandatory for all
students. Five hours daily, 5 days per
week (12-16 weeks) the course is
given in the country where the student
will attend medical school,
In addition. Euromed provides students with a 12 week intensive cultural orientation program, with
American students now studying medicine in that particular country serving
as counselors.
Senior or graduate students currently
enrolled in an American university are
eligible to participate in the Euromed
program.

TRINITY COLLEGE LIBRARY
CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY BOOKSALE
MONDAY, DECEMBER 3—FRIDAY, DECEMBER 14
New and recent quality publications at substantially reduced prices. Older
imprints and out-of-print books * * Hardbound and paperbacks. Hundreds of
titles * * * New titles added each day of sale.'Sate will be held in the Library
Lobby*** Titles grouped by price.

MCAT-DAT-GRE
LSAT-ATGSB
OCAT
NAT'L. BDS.

serving Trinity Students for 4 generations
417 New Britain Avenue
247-6833
Complete line of wines & spirits
Keg Beer — Party Planning
Free Delivery Service

• Lesson schedule can be tailored to
meet individual needs. Lessons
can be spread over a period of
several months to a year, or for
out of town students, a period
of one week

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

For application and further
1675 £»1 16ih JStrnt Brooklyn. N. Y

information, phone toll free,

(800) 645-1234

D & D PACKAGE STORE

* Preparation for tests required for
admission to graduate and professional schools
* Six and twelve session courses
* Small groups
"Voluminous material f o r home study
prepared by experts in each field

Special Compact Courses during
Weekends - Intercessions
Summer Sessions

(212)

336-5300

a community
of professed
Christians
committed to
LOVE
and
SERVE
YOUth
in education
For Information
Write to:
VOCATION CENTER
Cor Jesu Terrace
Pascoag, R. I. 02859

EL DISCO mSH DE ORO
385 Main Street

CHRISTMAS
SPECIALS
ON

KEEPSAKE

or write,

Euromed, Ltd.
170 Old Country Road
Mineola, N.Y. 11501

DA VS. EVENINGS, WEEKENOS

Bronchos in Mqjor Cities in U.S.A.
Th« Tutoring School with ihv Nationwide Reputation

DIAMONDS
WATCH & JEWELRY REPAIR

VERONA

COLOR
The ACAPULCO • E3721L Super sharp! Bigscreen! Compact! Brilliant 16" diagonal portable
Chromacolor. Deluxe two-tone cabinet in Beige
with contrasting Dark Brown front. HighPerformance Chassis. Super Video Range Tuning
System. Top carry handle.

AM-PAl
STEItGO
The MOVARA • Model E680W Features 20
watts peak power. FM/AM/Stereo FM tuner.
Digilite automatic tuning scale selector. Stereo
indicator light. Two Plus Two Matrix. 8-track
tape cartridge player. Allegro 1000 speaker systems. Grained Walnut color cabinet.

"

J.

" L I «...
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Black & White
The PALOMAR - E2050W • Zenith 100%
Solid-State Chassis. Grained Kashmir Walnut
color. Solid-State Custom Video Range Tuning
System. Synchromatic 70-position UHF Channel
Selector. 20,000 Volts of Picture Power. Zenith
Power Transformer. A" Round Speaker. Telescoping Antenna.

12"

B&W Portable
The VOYAGER - E1335 • Colorful Compacts
feature Instant Picture & Sound. Zenith Quality
Chassis includes Solid-State Custom Video Range
Tuning System, plus Solid-State Modules for
3-Stage I.F., Video and Sound. Zenith Royalty
Crest Tubes. Telescoping Antenna. Choose from
a rainbow of 6 bright colors.

BRANDS
915 Grand Avenue
OPEN
New Haven
Mon., T.ues., Wed., FrL 9-6
777-7881
Thursday: 9-9
777-7886
Saturday: 9-4
STUDENT OR FACULTY I.D. REQUIRED FOR ADMITTANCE

Warehouse Showroom
now opened up for
students. Come price
Zenith whole line of
quality products, many
models & brands, all at
incredible savings. We
always amaze.

Fish Unveiled; Host
R.P.I. Tomorrow

By The Farkled Fin of Fate

Tommorrow at 4:30 p.m. at the Ferris
Athletic Center Pool the Trinity Varsity
Swimming Team shall take a place in the
limelight as they unveil themselves to the
public. The Trinity Fish, coached by the
incomparable Robert "Doc" Slaughter
match their fins with the watermen of R.P.I,
in what should be a thrilling early season
confrontation.
Promulgated by a unifying interest in
promoting the world's most demanding
physical and mental sport, this years' squad
is one of the largest in recent years with 19
swimmers and two-timing night lifeguardmanager Laurie Blair '77. The squad includes four of Trin's five New England
Water Polo All-Stars and two other fine
water polo players.
Probable superstars for the season include returning Ietterman TedStehle '74, cocaptain and premier backstroker, Jim
"Dolphin" Devery in the butterfly and
distance freestyles (he holds frosh 500 free,
record), Steve "Shark" Cecil '76 in the
freestyle sprints, and Gene Shen '76 of water
polo fame vying with Ron Williams '75 for
the breastroke position.
Upcoming freshmen on the squad should
make the team a real power, however, with
recently converted butterflier Rob "Manta"
Meyer, freestyle sprinter Ed "Catfish"
Carpenter, Jim "Barracuda" Bradt (who
has after all existing school records in the

breaststroke), Dave Teichmann in the
middle distance freestyle events, with Walt
Stewart, Michael Brown' '76, Frank
Grubelich and Robert Greenwalt adding the
strong depth needed to have a consistent
team.
As an added attraction, this year's Fish
have a supporting female cast of returning
diver Barbara Clark '76, juniors Jo Ann
Simons (will swim anything), and Peggy
Palmer in the breaststroke. Also on the
squad are Jodi Scala '76, Marian Kuhn '77
and diver Betse Tyson.
When this reporter asked coach Slaughter
if he saw anything unique about this team he
is quoted as having stated, "Well son, there
is an aura which seems to emanate from this
squad- an aura of energy. We are moving
along at a pace unequalled by previous
teams and I'm very proud of the men and
women at this point. With Laurie (the team
manager) to do all my excess office work all
I have to do is sit around thinking up devious
workouts to get these guys in shape- that is
condition I mean. This team is going
places."
Well, you heard it from the man who
should know, so how about coming down to
Ferris tommorrow at 4:00 p.m. to see some
real fish at work and root the squad on to
their first victory of the season. See ya
there.

Photo by Dave Levin

Right winger Pete Taussig leads a rush against UConn last Wednesday. This
one, like all but one of the other ones, failed as the Bants fell before the Huskies
high powered offense. Taussig managed to tally once against M.I.T. as he
joined five others in the scoring parade.

B'ball Takes 3rd
from pg* 16
Burks led Trinity against Wesleyan with
24 points as the Bantams shot 51% from the
floor. Fenkel had 16, Sokolosky had 14 and
Pickard had 10. Wesleyan's Steve Farrell
led five Card double-figure men, with 19.
All together, Trinity's offense looked
effective though not consistent; but the
Bantams' defense was, to quote Coach
Robie Shults, "not too good." The nucleus of
thfe team has returned from last year: Nat
Williams, Burks, Sumler, Fenkel,
Sokolosky, Pickard, and Ron Waters. Bobby
Williams, who scored 49 points in a frosh
game last year, will also see considerable
playing time.
The tournament was won by Central for
the second year in a row. The Blue Devils
defeated Trinity in last year's final, 79-69.
This year's All-Tournament team consisted
of Trinity's Othar Burks, Wesleyan's Dick
Fairbrother, Hartford's Pete Egan (the only
repeater), and Central's Rich Ortiz and
MVP Don Sims.
The Bants play Amherst at Ferris Wednesday night at 8.
FGM-PGA

Central
Garrity
Cassell
Sims
Parciak
Kichnet
Ellsworth
Ortiz
Quinn
Jones
Tennyson
.TOTAL

r; 11
-

i
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Photo by Dave Levin

Cornerman Jim Sumler drives for one of his important late game field goals
against Wesleyan. Jim's rebounding was also a big factor in the Bantam's
consolation triumph.
'

Hel

A ain!

Trinity
B. Williams
Burks
Woods
Waters
N. Williams
Sumler
Fenkel
Sokolosky
Pickard
TOTAL

FT

4
0
24
6
0
6
19
11
11
20
91

FGM-FGA FT
5-14 0-0
7-19 1-2
1- 2 2-2
1- 3 0-0
5-10 0-3
4-14 0-0
1- 5 7-7
5-11 2-2
7-13 34
36-91 1.5-20

TP
10
15
4
2
10
8
9
12
17
87

Next: Navy

Sketchy as it may be, here are the few
facts. The Trinity Squash Team consists of
one senior, captain Mac Davidson, three
juniors, and five sophomores. Of these nine,
seven won their matches over M.I.T. for a 72 team victory. They host perenially strong
Navy on Thursday at 3PM and Army on
Saturday at 2 PM.

Trinity
B. Williams
Burks
N, Williams
Sumler
Fenkel
Pickard

FGM-FGA FT
1- 4 0-0
12-21 0-0
4-12 1-3
2- 4 2-2
5- 7 6-7
3- 6 4-4
2- 4 0-0
1- 2 1-1
37-73 14-17

Woods
Waters
TOTAL

TP
2
24
9
6
16
10
4
3

88
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Racketeers
P 8
Recreation
Squash MIT Don't Hibernate
It is a new season, alas, in sports that is,
and that means that the Tripod is hungry for
talent, either new or old, to write about the
various winter functions that manifest
themselves in and around Ferris Athletic
Center, Writers are needed for Squash,
varsity and freshman, baby basketball,
fencing, wrestling, track, and Women's
basketball and squash. Interested reporters
should inform the Tripod Sports Editor,
Pete Taussig, of their wishes or intentions at
525-1523 or box 353. Thankyou. •

FGM-FGA FT TP
5-9 2-2 12
6-8 1 - 13
5-10 5-6 15
8-14 3-4 19
6-18 5-5 17
1-11 1-1 3
2- 3 0-0 4
33-73 17-20 83

TP

2- 2 0-1
0-0 0-0
10-18 4-6
3- 3 0-2
0- 0 0-0
3- 5 0-0
9-26 1-2
0- 0 1-1
5-9 1-2
9-11 24
41-78 9-18

Winter

Wesleyan
Adamik
Leary
Burton
Farrell
Fairbrother
Fogel
McCarthy
TOTAL

The Ferris Athletic Center will open for
weeknight recreation at the start of the
second semester. The facilities, including those for basketball, squash/
swimming, tennis, and the Field House,
will hopefully be available four nights a
week.
Certain cections of the Athletic Center
are now being used three nights a week
for the intramural program and other
interested individuals. Please address
any comments or suggestions to the
Recreation Advisory Committee, box
1530.

Photo by Dave Levin

Bill Fenkel, senior center in
Robie's fast break offense, shows
fine form in executing his specialty,
the foul shot, against Central's Blue
Devils. The man with the Fu has not
changed much from last season in
this respect as he converted 13 out of
14 attempts from the line during the
tourna ment to add to his respectable
floor game to finish with 25 points for
the two games.
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Huskies Exnloit Penalties

Hockey Falls to UConn;RoutsMIT
By Murray Peterson
The 1973-'74 edition of the hockey team
opened on a low note, losing to the
University of Connecticut, 6-1, but stormed
back vs. M.I.T. to the tune of 7-2.
UConn came to Glastonbury last Wednesday for the first time in the brief rivalary
and walked away with a relatively easy win,
scoring four goals in the third period to ice

their victory.
The story was much like many of the
losing efforts last year for the Bantams, as
they spent 27 minutes in the penalty box.
UConn took advantage of their many manup opportunities as they scored three powerplay goals.

Jim Lenehan, sophomore left winger for the Bantams, circles around to start
a rush against UConn. Lenny, high scorer last year, was the only puckster to
solve the Huskie goalie last Wednesday in the disappointing loss. He added a
goal and a couple of assists against M.I.T. and appears to be off to another
productive campaign. Please excuse the texture as our master photoman is
once again getting used to the rinks inadequate lighting facilities.

Burks

Pete Taussig got that one back two
Roy Terry was the first of six different
UConn forwards to score as he slid a ten foot minutes later on the prettiest play of the
backhander home in the third minute of night. Nick Brady sent Finkenstaedt and
play for the only tally of the opening period. Taussig away on a 2 on 1 break on a perfect
Gene Cufone scored the first power-play thread the needle pass. George drew the
goal late in the middle stanza as he poked defenseman over, iced the puck over to
home a rebound from a goal crease Taussig, who had a simple flip over
" Engineer goalie Dave Shiang's shoulder.
scramble.
The local's star, Tony Luzzi, got one back
Tim Ghriskey, frosh netminder for the
Bants, had made some sensational saves early in the final stanza as he rocketed home
and the Trinity forwards tried to get him a 40 footer on a pretty solo dash, but that was
some goals, storming Huskie goalie Lou their last gasp.
Weedon scored a minute later on a
Parker early in the final 2O.minutes. Parker
rebound
flip, and Mark Cleary walked in
was equal to the task, though, and then,
when the Bantams held a five-on-three from the right side and jammed it home at
power-play advantage, freshman winger the 14 minute mark to end the scoring.
The icemen try to get a winning streak
Tom Dyroff broke their backs by stealing a
cross-point pass, going in alone, and flipping going this week as they host Nichols
a
10 footer past an outmaneuvered tomorrow night at 7:30 at Glastonbury and
then visit the worst rink in New England in
Ghriskey.
Steve Balaban and Joe Marashio scored Worcester on Saturday to face Worcester
two mintues apart in the middle of the State at 8 PM. On Monday they head south to
period to up the count to five and put the New Haven to battle the Chargers, faceoff at
7 o'clock.
game away.
Directions to the Glastonbury rink follow:
With just two minutes remaining while Take
84 East to route 2 South. Follow Rte. 2
killing a penalty, frosh Sandy Weedon sent to Glastonbury
take the Hebron Ave. exit,
Jim Lenehan in on the left wing and Lenny and turn left at the
end of the off ramp. Go
boomed home a 30 footer to spoil Parker's about
1/4
mile
and
take a right after the
shutout bid.
Texaco station. The rink will be about 500
Tom Dockrell, UConn's captain and first yards down on the left side of the road.
line center, got that back 40 seconds later on
Tickets will be on sale at Mather and
the same power-play to leave the final at 6-1.
Last Saturday, the icemen rushed up to Ferris for a dollar to students on the night
Cambridge to take on 'lightly' regarded before, the day of and the night of the home
M.I.T. in the fourth annual Trader Vies Tilt game during meals.
and wasted no time in. taking the lead.
The second time our good friend Jack
2 GAME STATISTICS
Garrity (who was wondering where all of
those bad mouth fans were?), a former AllGP G A P PenPM
America out of B.U., dropped the puck, Jono
Frank drew the face-off back to George Weedon
2 1 3 3 2 4
Finkenstaedt who misfired the disc home Frank
2 1 1 3 0 0
from 20 feet out at the 28 second mark.
2 1 2 3 2 4
Lenehan
Frank scored late in the period on a short
2 1 2 3 1 2
handed situation as he fired home a cannon Finkenstaedt
2 1 0 1 0 0
Taussig
from 50 feet on a one-on-three rush to give
2 0 1 1 0 0
Brady
Trinity a 2-0 lead at the first intermission.
2 0 1 1 4 9
Huoppi
Jono made it two in a row as he put in a
2 0 0 0 0 0
Fisher
rebound from point-blank range for the Koncz
1 0 0 0 0 0
Bants' first power- play goal of the season. Plough
1 0 0. 0 0 0
Lenehan scored on Trin's next power1 0 0 0 0 0
Shea
play, three minutes later, converting a close Stroud
0 0 0 0 0 0
in rebound.
2 0 0 0 0 0
Wyle
M.I.T. finally broke through Rudy 'no
1 0 0 0 1 2
Ellis
light' Montgelas on a power-play, as they
2
1 0 0 0
scored for the first time against Rudy on Ludlum
3 6
Cunningham
0
2
0
0
their own rink in 155 minutes, 55 seconds. In
2 0 0 0 4 8
each of the last two years the Greenwich Henderson
Wonder had stopped them cold, but he
- ' 2 8 11 19 21 45
evidently had too many fog-cutters on his Trinity
2 8 10 18 13 26
Opposition
mind.

All-Tourney

Bants Take Cards in Consolation

By Doug Sanderson

Jim Sumler came off the bench to score
four key points and grab a vital rebound,
and Bill Fenkel scored eight points in the
last five minutes to lead Trinity to an 88-83
victory over a weak Wesleyan team
Saturday nite. The victory, following a 91-87
defeat at the hands of Central Connecticut
Friday nite, gave Trinity a consolation
championship in the 4th Annual UHarTrinity Invitational Tournament. Central
was the overall champ, defeating UHart
Saturday 80-68.

sloppy and Cardinals ran off nine unanswered points. A Fairbrother hoop gave
Wesleyan a 25-23 lead midway through the
half, but Nat hit a jumper and Burks hit four
straight to restore Trinity's lead.
Friday nite Central's Blue Devils opened
fast and held a five to seven point lead
through most of the first half. The spectacular play of Bobby Williams did little for
Trin's deficit as the Bant defense allowed
their opponents enough open shots for a 57%
shooting percentage in the half.

Trinity led Wesleyan 45-41 at halftime, but
the Cardinals pulled into a 61-61 tie with 8:34
to go on a bucket by Steve Burton. Burton
scored 14 of his 15 points in the last quarter
to almost single-handedly keep Wesleyan in
the game.

The second half looked like more of the
same until three straight baskets by Bo
Pickard pulled Trinity to within one, at 67-66
with 12:50 to go. But the Blue Devils scored
ten straight, and with seven minutes left, led
83-68, Pickard again keyed a rally as Trinity
outscored Central 17-3 and trailed 86-85 with
Bantam captain Nat Williams' five points 2:17 left.
gave Trin a temporary 68-63 lead, but
Burton came back with four for Wesleyan.
Reenter Don Sims: Central's tournament
Then Fenkel hit two free throws, but Dick MVP took a long pass from All-Tourney,
Fairbrother, Wesleyan's, All-Tourney teammate Rich Ortiz and laid it in. Then
representative, hit a short jumper,
Sims stole a Trin pass, drove downcourt and
laid it in again. Meanwhile Trinity missed
Othar Burks scored Trin's next six and their shots, and that was that.
Fenkel hit after a great pass from Wayne
Sokolosky, but Wesleyan answered each
Pickard was Trinity's main threat in the
point. Siimler's free throws gave Trin the
lead again, 80-79 with 2:30 to go, and when game, as the 6-4 sophomore scored 15 of his
Steve Farrell, Wes* leading scorer with 19, 17 points in the second half. He was the only
hooped one, Sumler retaliated. A Sokolosky Bant over 50%, also. 0 had 15 points, Sbko
hoop and Fenkel's last four points sealed the had 12, Bob Williams and Nat had 10 each.
Sims led all scorers with 24, freshman Guy
verdict.
Tennyson had 20 (9-for-ll) and Ortiz had 19.
Trinity had started strong, and led 19-8
continued on pg. 15
after seven minutes. But the Bantams got
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Nat Williams, captain of this year's basketball team, drives for two
Central Connecticut. The big forward hit for io points in the loss to the eye
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